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Abstract 

This paper studies control problems of sampled data systems which are subject to random sample 
rate variations and delays. Due to the rapid growth of the use of computers more and more systems are 
controlled digitally. Complex systems such as space telerobotic systems require the integration of a number 
of sub-systems at different hierarchical levels. While many sub-systems may run on a single processor, some 
sub-systems require their own processor or processors. The sub-systems are integrated into functioning 
systems through communications. Communication between processes sharing a single processor are also 
subject to random delays due to memory management and interrupt latency. Communications between 
processors involve random delays due to network access and to data collisions. Furthermore, all control 
processes involve delays due to causal factors in measuring devices and to signal processing. 

Traditionally, sampling rates are chosen to meet the worst case communication delay. Such a strategy 
is wasteful as the processors are then idle a great proportion of the time; sample rates are not as high 
as possible resulting in poor performance or in the over specification of control processors; there is the 
possibility of missing data no matter how low the sample rate is picked. 

Randomly sampled systems have been studied since later 1950's, however, results on this subject are 
very limited and they are not applicable to practical systems. This paper studies asymptotical stability 
with probability one for randomly sampled multi-dimensional linear systems. A sufficient condition for 
the stability is obtained. This condition is so simple that it can be applied to practical systems. A design 
procedure is also shown. 

These results are applied to robot control systems using PD controllers with a feedforward term, com- 
puted torque controllers or simple computed torque controllers. The effectiveness of the method is demon- 
strated by simulations. 
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Abstract

This paper studies control problems of sampled data systems which are subject to random sample
rate variations and delays. Due to the rapid growth of the use of computers more and more systems are
controlled digitally. Complex systems such as space telerobotic systems require the integration of a number
of sub-systems at different hierarchical levels. While many sub-systems may run on a single processor. some
sub-systems require their own processor or processors. The sub-systems are integrated into functioning
systems through communications. Communication between processes sharing a single processor are also
subject to random delays due to memory management and interrupt latency. Communications between
processors involve random delays due to network access and to data collisions. Furthermore, all control
processes involve delays due to causal factors in measuring devices and to signal processing.

Traditionally, sampling rates are chosen to meet the worst case communication delay. Such a strategy
is wasteful as the processors are then idle a great proportion of the time; sample rates are not as high
as possible resulting in poor performance or in the over specification of conirol processors; there is the
possibility of missing data no matter how low the sample rate is picked ..

Randomly sampled systems have been studied since later 1950's, ho ever, results on this subject are
very limited and they are not applicable to practical systems. This pape studies asymptotical stability
with probability one for randomly sampled multi-dimensional linear systemis. A sufficient condition for
the stability is obtained. Thiscondition is so simple that it can be applied tv practical systems. A design
procedure is also shown. Ii; .y-r K , 4b) ' ." f., t: ,-

These results are applied torobot control systems using PD controllers w* h a feedforward term. com-
puted torque controllers or simple computed torque controllers- The_e eness of the method is demon-
strated by simulations.
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

Robots today have developed beyond the single processor controlled manipulator whose only interaction 
with the outside world is by means of a small number of binary inputs and outputs. Robots now comprise 
planning and execution systems, multiple manipulators, stereo vision systems, dense range finders, tactile 
sensors, etc. These sensors and actuators are typically realized in terms of single or multiple processor 
systems and their integration into functioning robotic systems is a subject of current research in a number 
of laboratories. Any form of such integration must be based on communications, both for sending control 
sequences and collecting measurement data. While the use of large virtual memories have been proposed 
as a solution, this form of communication is undesirable due to hardware conformity, timing and loading 
constraints, lack of communications control, the need to link many modules into a single monolithic system, 
etc. A more attractive communication scheme is based on some form of local area network in.which 
hardware conformity is minimized, {.iming constraints are virtually eliminated, communications may be 
monitored and controlled, individual systems may be developed and modified separately, etc. Another 
important consideration is the replacement of a multi-conductor bus, with severe timing and loading 
constraints, with a network requiring only a single conductor which may even be disconnected while the 
system is running. 

While all control processes involve delay, causal delay in measurement devices, signal processing, etc., 
multi-process computer systems involve additional variable delays: interrupt latency, priority scheduling, 
conditional branching, etc. Local area networks complicate the delay problem with addition delays due 
to network access and collisions. These delays affect system performance and stability. Designs for such 
systems must be based on a control theory which includes not only delay elements but elements which have 
delays with a statistical distribution. 

A sampied-data system in which the sample .rate is random is Galled a randomly sampled system. The 
papers dealing with randomly sampled control systems are not so many. The subject was first addressed 
by Kaiman (1957) [10]. In his paper, bounded-input bounded-output stability problems were discussed 
for randomly sampled systems in terms of the second moment of the output. Kaiman (1962) [11] later 
discussed optimal regulation problems of randomly varying discrete time linear systems which include 
randomly sampled systems. Leneman (1968) [15] studied a single-input single-output randomly sampled 
first order systems and derived a condition for the second moment stability. Kushner and Tobias (1969) 
[14] studied an autonomous linear system with linear or nonlinear feedback. Using a stochastic Ljapunov 
function, they obtained conditions for the stability with probability one and the s-th moment stability for 
one dimensional systems. They also derived a condition which is sufficient for the stability with probability 
one and is necessary and sufficient for the second moment stability for multi-dimensional systems. Assuming 
statistical independence among the sampling rates and signals, Dannenberg and Melsa (1975) [5] obtained 



the equation of the expectation of the state and the output and investigated the stability in the first moment. 
In 1982, Koning [12] studied infinite horizon optimal control problems of linear discrete time systems with 
stochastic parameters. He showed that if the system is second moment stabilizable and second moment 
observable, then the optimal problem has a unique solution and the closed system is second moment stable. 
He applied this result to stationary optimal control problems of randomly sampled control systems with 
long-term average integral criteria and investigated the influence of random sampling on the criterion value 
by means of simple examples [13], He pointed out that random sampling may increase or decrease the 
stability. 

Randomness of sampling operation occurs when: 

(a) measurements are interrupted randomly by others [7]; 

(b) the system does not use a constant sampling interval and executes routine tasks such as measuring, 
calculation, output and pre-calculation repeatedly without any waiting period; 

(c) the controllers are interrupted randomly by other controllers or have to wait to access global memory 
in the network. 

For case (a), we can apply a Bernoulli distribution for the probability of the failure of the measurement 
at each sampling rate [7j. For case (b), the randomness is due to conditional branches, mainly contained 
in the program, and it is subject to a normal distribution with a small variance or to a shifted waiting 
distribution1 with a small average arrival time. For case (c), there are two phases and a combination of 
two distributions may be reasonable. In a usual operating situation, the sampling interval may be subject 
to a very narrow distributions such as case (b) but sometimes the controller may have to wait for a rather 
long time compared to the other case when controllers must exchange their information, access to global 
memory, and so on. Then the sampling intervals would be subject to a normal distribution with a small 
variance with probability s and a shifted waiting distribution with a rather large average arrival time 'With 
probability 1 — e, where s is called the hit probability. 

This paper studies the stability of randomly sampled systems in relation to the random sampling 
processes and addresses the communication network requirement in terms of system control performance. 
Though Kaiman [10], Kushner ei al. [14] and Koning [12] have obtained necessary and sufficient conditions 
for the stability in the second moment, it is not so easy to apply these conditions to practical systems. 
This paper studies asymptotic stability with probability one and gives a necessary and sufficient condition 
for one-dimensional systems and a sufficient condition for multi-dimensional systems. These conditions are 
easy to verify for given sampling distributions and are thus applicable to practical systems. 

It is clear from the study of randomly sampled systems that the distribution of random sampling 
processes, the characteristic of communication networks, has a decisive influence on the stability and 
performance of robotic systems. In addition, the results of this paper provide a theoretical basis for 
designing communication networks for hierarchically distributed control systems such as the NASA/NBS 
Telerobot Control System Architecture [1]. 

In the next chapter, we discuss the stability problem for linear time invariant systems. First of all, the 
asymptotical stability with probability one is defined and a necessary and sufficient condition is given for 
one-dimensional linear time-invariant randomly sampled systems. Next, the results are extended to multi- 
dimensional linear time-invariant randomly sampled systems and a sufficient condition is also obtained. 
In Chapter 3, the stability of a randomly sampled robot control system is considered. By linerizing 
the system equation and the controller equation along the desired trajectory, linear time-variant randomly 
sampled systems are derived and the stability is discussed under a PD controller with a feedforward term, a 

'here a ihifttd waiting distribution means that the sampling interval = constant interval -i- a random variable which is 
subject to a waiting distribution. 



computed torque controller, and a simple computed torque controller, respectively. In Chater 4, the results 
given in Chater 3 are applied to PUMA 260. First of all, the linerlized dynamic equation is obtained by a 
Lisp program. Next, the stability is discussed for the cases of a computed torque controller and a simple 
computed torque controller. Conclusions are given in Chapter 5. 



Chapter 2 

Linear Time Invariant Control 
Systems 

In this section, we define the asymptotically stability with probability one for a linear randomly sampled 
controls systems, and obtain a necessary and sufficient condition for one-dimensional systems. A sufficient 
condition is given for multi-dimensional systems and a design procedure of feedback gains is also discussed. 

2.1     Definition of Stability 

Consider a linear time-invariant control system 

x(t) = Az(t) + Bu(t) (2.1) 

where x is an n-dimensional state vector, u an r-dimensional control vector, and A and B are n x n and 
n x r matrices, respectively. For this system, we apply a constant state feedback input 

u(t) = Kx{h) (2.2) 

from t = ijt to ('= <i+i(= it + At), where K is an r x n matrix. Then «(ijt+i) is given as follows. 

x(tk+l) = (*(At) + V(Ak)K)x(tk) (2.3) 

where i 
*'{Afc) = exp(AAi) 

and 
r** 

tf(Ajt) =   /   " exp(Ar)drB. 
Jo 

Sampling interval At is assumed to be subject to a same distribution for all k and, A,- and Aj(i ^ j) 
are statistically independent of each other. For simplicity, we write Eq. (2.3) as follows 

rt+t = r(At)ii. (2.4) 

The stability of a randomly sampled control system Eq. (2.4) is defined as follows. 



Definition 1 (Stability)   The randomly sampled system Eq.    (2-4) is asymptotically stable  if for any 
positive € and p, there exits some integer N such that 

Prob[\\xk\\ > s] <p, fork>N 

for any XQ, or alternatively 

lim rjt sa 0, with probability one for any XQ. 
k — co 

2.2     One-Dimensional System 

In this section, the asymptotic stability denned above is discussed for one-dimensional systems 

x(t) = Ax(t) + Bu(t) (2.5) 

where n = 1 and r = 1. We define following notations: 

£[w]    : expectation of random variable w 

V[u]    : variance of random variable w 

and assume that 
K[log(|r(A)|)] < oo (2.6) 

and 
£[(log(|r(A)[))3] < co (2.7) 

The following theorem is used in the proof of the next proposition. 

Theorena 1 (Berry-Esseen Theorem) [18] Consider a sequence x\, »a, ■ ■ ■ of independent random vari- 
ables such that 

E[x{) = 0, E{x}} = a?, E[xf] < erf. 

We form the sum 

* = -£>>       *-2 = I>f 
i i 

Then the distribution of x converses to the normal distribution in the following sense: 

where f{x) and g{z) are the distribution functions of x and the normal random variable z with zero mean 
and unit variance. 

Then the following proposition holds. 

Proposition 1 (One-Dimensional System)   Under Assumptions (2.6) and (2.7), one-dimensional ran- 
domly sampled system (2.5) is asymptotically stable with probability one if and only if 

£(log(|r(A)|)] < 0. 



< proof > 
Assuming XQ j£ 0 without loss of generality, from Eq. (2.4) we have 

t-i 

log(|z*|/M) = X>g(|r(AOI). (2-8) 

From the statistical independence of A,-'s and Thebysheff's inequahty [19], the following equation is de- 
duced. 

Prob(l^(\x^0\)_El>s]^v_ M 

for any s and any k, where E and V stand for i'flogdrfA)!)] and V[log(|r(A)|)] respectively, 
(i) Sufficiency. Now suppose that E < 0 and set e equal to —Ejl. Then we have 

Log(j:cjfc/zo|) > —kE/2, for any k with probability less that or equal to j^- 

This shows that for any positive numbers e and p, 

Prob[\xk\ >e]<p, for k > max{--§ tog(^j), ^} 

or 
lim z,t = 0, with probability one. 

(ii) Necessity. For the case of E > 0, if we use e = E/2, then we have 

log(|ri./io|) > kE/2, for any k with probability larger than 1 — -grg 

This means that 
lim \xi\ = oo, ■ with probability one. 

t — CO 

For the case of E = 0, from Theorem 1, Assumptions (2.6), and (2.7), we have 

\f(x)-g(x)\<4- 

where 

Therefore we have 

Prob[\x0\ < \xk\ < |ar0|exp{\/t7}] = Prob[0 < x < 1] >   /  g(x)dx - -== 
Jo VkV 

Since 

/   g(x)dx = 0.34134 
Jo 

if we use s = \XQ\ and p — 0.3, then we can find out k > N for any N such that 

Prob[\xk\ > t) > p 

a 
Note that Assumption (2.7) was used ony in the case of E — 0 of Necessity part. 



Now defining 

7(A)   ■=    log(||r(A)||) (2.10) 

0(A)    m     f   7(r)dr (2.11) 
Jo 

then we have the following corollary. 

Corollary 1 (Bernoulli, Uniform, and Mixed Uniform Distributions) 

i. // the sampling rate A is subject to a Bernoulli distribution where A = a with probability p and A = ,3 
with probability q = 1 —p, then the one-dimensional randomly sampled system (2.5) is asymptotically 
stable with probability one, if and only if 

P7<or) + rr{ß) < 0. 

ii. If the sampling rate A is subject to a uniform distribution U[a,ß], then the system is asymptotically 
stable with probability one, if 

g(ß) - g{a) < 0. 

iii. If the sampling rate A is subject to U[a,ß] with probability e and to U[-{, 5] with probability 1 — s, then 
the system is asymptotically stable with probability one, if 

Mß)-g(«) | (1    c)g(6)-g(7) < Q_ 
ß — a 5 — 7 

■   < proof > 

i. For the Bernoulli distribution, the expectation is given as follows. 

E\Log(\T{A)\)] = py(a)+qß. 

Assumptions (2.6) and (2.7) are not satisfied only if T(a) = 0 or T(ß) = 0. Here we assume that 
r(a) = 0. In this case, we have always i?ßog(jr(A)|)] < 0 and 

Prob[\xk\ £ 0] = qk, for any so ^0. 

Hence the system is asymptotically stable, and the condition is necessary and sufficient. 

U. Next we consider of the uniform distribution.   For this case, the expectation is given by the following 
equation. 

£Pog(|r(A)|)] = iiß^l. 
p — a 

Therefore the condition in the corollary implies that the expectation is negative. 

From Eq. (2.3), we have 

F(A) = exp{AA} + 4(«<p{.4A} - 1). 
A 

Therefore !og(|r(A)|) is upper bounded for the uniform distribution. If T(A) ^ 0 for all A € [a,ß], 
then the logarithm is also lower bounded and Assumptions (2.6) and (2.7) are satisfied. Hence the 
corollary is true. 

10 



Now we assume that T(A) = 0 for some A £ [<*,ß]- Since T(A) is a monotone function, it has only 
one root A* at most. We approximate T(A) by the following f^(A) for a small positive number £. 

f(A) = { |r(A)|      A€[a,Ai]U[A2l/J] 
|r(AOI    ASfAi.A,] 

where 

A!    =    A*-? 

A2    =    A'-ilog(2-exp{^}) 

and consider a autonomous random coefficient system: 

Then we can find out some £ > 0 such that £'[log(f'f(A))] < 0, because of the continuity of I\A). 
Assumptions (2.6) and (2.7) are satisfied for this £ and the autonomous system is asymptotically 
stable with probability one. At the same time, we have 

|*k|<k*|, for any k = 0,1,2,•••. 

Therefore the one-dimensional system is also asymptotically stable with probability one- 

iii. For the mixed uniform distribution, the proof is trivial from the above proof for the uniform distribution. 

D 

Example 1 (Bernoulli Distribution)   We consider the stability of the following simple system: 

x    =    u ■ (2.12) 

u    =    -x. (2.13) 

Then T is given as follows: 
T=l-A. 

First of all, we assume that the sampling internal A subjects to a Bernoulli probability distribution as 
follows; i 

_ /  a     with probability p 
~ 1   ß ■  with probalility q > 

where q = 1 — p.  Then the stability condition is 

£pog(r)] = plogfll - a\) + q bgfll - 0\) < 0 

or 
|1 — «I'll -/?)♦< 1. (2.14) 

Remarks: 

• Eq. (2.14) gives intuitive understanding of the proposition. Namely, for large k, we can expect k x p 
times occurrences of A^ s a and k x q times of A,- = ß. Therefore Eq. (2.14) is a necessary and 
sufficient condition for the asymptotic stability. 
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• Kushner and Tobiaa [14] obtained a sufficient condition for £fja;(jb)|j] -» 0 and \x(k)\ —► 0 with 
probabüity one as follows: 

£[]1-A|J]<1. (2.15) 

This equation implies if -0.5 < ß < 2.5 for a = p = q = 0.5, then \x(k)\ —► 0 with probability one. 
On the other hand, Eq. (2.14) obtains — 1 < ß < 3 for the same situation. 

Example 2 (Uniform Distribution)  Next we assume that A subjects to a uniform probability distribu- 
tion U[a,ß].  The probability density function is given as follows: 

A   J-\ 0 t/A< a or A > ß. 

We define a function g(A) as follows: 

g(A) = fQ
A\og(\l-T\)dr 

=    (A-l)log(jA-l|)-A, (2.16) 

then the asymptotic stability condition is given as follows: 

£[log(|l - A|)] = !*äzjM < o (2.17) 
p — a 

or 
g(ß)<g(a). (2.18) 

The graph of g(A) is shown in Fig. 2.1. From this graph, we can obtain the maximum 3 for given 
a that makes the system stable. For example, if a = 0.5 then ß must be less than 3.86 to maintain the 
stability. Fig. 2.2 shows a simulation for U[0.5, 3.5]. 

Remarks: 

• T is stable if and only if A < 2 in usual sense. Therefore the unstability for A S (2, 3.5] is compensated 
by the stability for A G [0.5, 2]. 

• There are upper bounds for both a and ß, respectively. Namely, if ß is larger than 4.59, then the 
system is unstable for any «.and if or becomes larger than 2, System (2.12) is always unstable for any 
ß. 

• From Eq, (2.15), we define 3JC(A) as follows: 

(A)    =     /    |l-r|dr-A, 
Jo 

9K " 

-{ 
-A2/2 ifO<A<l, 
A2/2-2A+l    ifl<A. ^•iy) 

SK(A) is also drawn in Fig. 2.1. It shows that the system is asymptotically stable if A G W[0.5,3.32], 
while this system is asymptotically .stable if A G i/[0.5, 3.86]. 

• If System (2.12) is asymptotically stable for [a,ß] for u = —x, then the system is also asymptotically 
stable for [a/K,ß/K] when we use u = ~Kx instead of u = -x. This implies that there exists K 
for any a and ß which stabilizes the system. 
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2.3     Multi-Dimensional Systems 

In this subsection, we derive a sufficient condition for the multi-dimensional randomly sampled system Eq. 
(2.1) under the input Eq. (2.2). 

A sufficient condition for the stability can be obtained from Prop. 1 using an appropriate matrix norm 
instead of the absolute value operation, for example 

lirfl«twr*r)]l'a   ' (2.20) 

where T* is the conjugate transformed matrix and Amox(r) denotes the maximum eigenvalue of the matrix 
T. Note, however, that while the stability of the system (2.1) or (2.3) is invariant under the equivalent 
transformation of the state variables, the matrix norm depends on the transformation 

jirii^HT-TTij. 

This fact is taken into account in the following proposition which gives a sufficient condition for the 
asymptotical stability with probability one of multi-dimensional systems. 

Proposition 2 (Sufficient Condition) A randomly sampled control system (2.1) is asymptotically stable 
if there exists a non-singular matrix T such that 

£[log(|jT-lr(A)T1|)] < 0 (2.21) 

and 
V\log{\\T-lr(±)T\\)] < co. (2.22) 

The proof is simila* to the Sufficiency part of the proof of Prop. 1 except that we must use 

IIM/IMI < ||T-lr(A*)T|| • iir^rxA^oru■■■\\T-1r(A0)T\\ (2.23) 
instead of Eq. (2.8) in the proof of Prop. 1. Therefore we will omit it here. The next example shows that 
Conditions (2.21) and (2.22) are not necessary. 

Note that for any n x n matrix T and any z > 0, there exits innxn non-singular matrix T such that l 

\\T-lTT\\<\Xmax(r)\ + e (2.24) 

while we always have 
\\T-lrr\\ > |Amat(r)|. ■ (2.25) 

Therefore if the sampling interval is constant, Prop. 2 gives a necessary and sufficient condition for the 
asymptotical stability of the system. 

Example 3  Lei's consider the stability of (he random varying autonomous system as follows: 

and assume V — r0 unih probability p or V\ with probability q — 1 — p, where 

r0 = 0    a 1 
0    0 

1 After transforming P into a Jordan canonical form using T\, use 2» = diag.{l, $,,..,$"   ' ) where <S is a sufficient small 
positive number depending on i. T is given as TiT-j 
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and 

" r1 = 
o  o 
a    0 

and a > 0. 
Note that T% = T\ = 0.  This means that xt / 0 /or some xo if and only if 

Xk = roriToFi • --xo 

or 

st = riToFiro •••«0' 
Therefore 

Xt = 0 for any XQ with probability 
(  1 - 2(pq)k/2 if k is even, 

Clearly the system is asymptotically stable for any p, q and a. 
Now we apply Prop. 2 to this system. If we use the following matrix: 

T = 
1    0 
0   6 

then we have 
^[log(|]ri|)] = tog a + (p - g) log 5. 

This equation implies that when a < 1, the system is asymptotically stable for any p and q by setting 5 = 1 
and when a > 1, we can select ah appropriate S for which the expectation becomes negative ifp £ q. Hence 
the system is asymptotically stable if p ^ q or p ^ 1/2. 

It is easily to show thai the system is asymptotically stable in the first moment if and only ifa2pq < 1 [5j 
and in the second moment if and only if a*pq < 1 [11]. Therefore neither the stability in the first moment 
nor the one in the second moment implies the condition of Prop. 2, while it gives the nearest condition 
among of them for this example. 

We have the following corollary. 

Corollary 2 The multi-dimensional randomly sampled system (2.1) with n ^ r is asymptotically stable 
with probability one, if there exist a positive number c such that /(A) = 0 for A >c and 

£pog(|r(A)|)] < o 

where /(A) is the distribution function of sampling intervals. 

< proof > , 
For the multi-dimensional system, Condition (2.22) is not satisfied only if 

T(A) = $(A) + *{A)/<' = 0. 

However this is impossible because $(A) is a nonsingular matrix, while ^{A)K is not so for any A if n ^ r. 
Therefore Condition (2.22) is always satisfied. < end of proof > 

Also defining 

7(A)    =    log(||T-lr(A)T||) 

0(A)    =      f   y(r)dr 
Jo 

(2.26) 

(2.27) 

we have the following corollary from Coro. 2. 
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Corollary 3 (Bernoulli, Uniform, and.Mixed Uniform Distributions) 

i. If ihe sampling rate A is subject to a Bernoulli distribution where A = a with probability p and A = 3 
with probability q = 1 — p, then the muhi-dimensional randomly sampled system (2.1) with n ^ r is 
asymptotically stable with probability one, if 

py(a) + q-f(ß) < 0. 

ii. If the sampling rate A is subject to a uniform distribution U'[a,ß], then the system is asymptotically 
stable with probability one, if 

giß) - g(a) < 0. 

iii. If ihe sampling rate A is subject to U[a,ß] with probability e and to U[y,6] with probability 1 — s, then 
the system is asymptotically stable with probability one, if 

This corollary is trivial from Prop. 2 and Coro. 2. 

2.4    Design of Feedback Gains 

In the above, we discussed the stability of randomly sampled control systems assuming that the feedback 
gain K was given. In this section, we discuss the design procedure to select the feedback gain K and matrix 
T to make the system stable. 

If a continuous time system 
i(t) = Ax{t) + Bü{t) (2.28). 

is controllable, it is well known that the discretized system 

*l+i = <P(A)a* + »(A)** (2.29) 

is also controllable for almost any sampling interval A [3]. We can then assign poles {A,, i = 1,2,. .., n} to 
the system (2.29) using an appropriate state feedback with probability one if the poles (A,} are symmetric 
with respect to the real axis. So far, a lot of pole assignment algorithms are proposed. Among them, 
Hikita's pole assignment a]gorithm[8j is very convenient for us because it gives us not only the feedback 
gain K but also the transformation matrix T which we can use to check the stability by using Prop. 2. 
Hence we modify it as follows: 

[Algorithm] 

step (i) For a given (A;}, find the r-dimenswnal vectors {£,} where i — 1,2, ...,n which make 
the matrix T(A) = [v\ : • ■ ■ : vn] non-singular with Vi 's being defined by the following 
equations, in which <J> = <£(A) and $ = ^(A). 

• if Xi is a real number, then 

W=(*-Ai/0}-t$^. (2-30) 

• if Xi and \{+i are conjugate complex numbers or,- ± jßi, then 

v<+i =    Vuti + ViiSi+i (2.31) 
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where 

Vu =   {(* - <*,-/„)2 + #/„}"1(* - ai4)* 

step (ii)  Feedback gain K is given as follows. 

K(A) = -[^:...^n}T(A)-1. 

It is easy to show that if Aj is a real number 

(* + f K)vi = XiVi 

and if A,,Ai+1 = a,±jßi, 

(2.32) 

This implies 

($ + #A>1+i=    A«i+«i»,+i, 

||T-1(A)r(A)T(A)|| = „(r(A)). 

(2.33) 

(2.34) 

(2.35) 

(2.36) 

Hence we can use matrices T(A) and A'(A) to check the stability. 

2.5    Two Dimensional Systems 

We view a robot manipulator as a component of a large system, such as a space station. The robot controller 
communicates with the other components of the system to achieve cooperative actions. Communication 
between components is considered to have a longer delay than that within a component. We assume that 
robot controller has an inner feedback loop which compensates the nonlinearity of manipulator dynamics 
and operates independently of the other part of the system. The robot dynamic system together with the 
inner feedback loop becomes a linear system. It is feasible to treat the robot manipulator subsystem as a 
linear system when integrating and communicating with the other components. For example, if we use the 
nonlinear feedback controller developed in [2], we have r (=DOF of manipulator) decoupled two-dimensional 
linear systems 

m = *(0 + u(0 (2.37) 

where x(t) = (e,-(i),ei(*)) is the error vector for the i-th component of outputs and u(t) is the corresponding 
input for this component of outputs. If the task is specified in joint space (the joint space control), the i-th 
component of output is simply the displacement of the i-th joint and the error vector is composed of the 
joint position error and joint velocity error. This system also can be used as an approximation subsystem of 
a robot manipulator which is controlled by a randomly sampled computed torque controller or a randomly 
sampled simple computed torque controller as shown in the next chapter, where the i-th component of out 
put is the joint position error and joint error, precisely. 

We now study the asymptotical stability of this system under the random sampling rate. The corre- 
sponding discrete time system is easily obtained for a sampling interval A as follows. 

Zjfc + i = 
1    Afc 

0    1 ** + *l/2 
A* "*■ (2.38) 

We apply the algorithm given above to this system directly. Then we have the following proposition. 
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Proposition 3 (PD Controller) Assume that {A,} = {Ai,A2} where Aj ^ AT, then we have 

K(A) = ((Ax + A2 - A!A2 - 1)/A2, (Aj + A2 + AiA2 - 2)/(2AJ), 

T(A) = 

and 

where 6 = A/A. 

-6A(1 + Aj)    -6A(1 + A2) 
26(1 -Ai)        26(1 -Ai) 

7(A,Ä) = 7(0,1), 

The proof is obtained by direct calculation. This proposition implies that the function 7(A, A) is the 
same as the function 7(0, 1) if we use A"(A) = (£P/A2,kv/A) instead of A'(l) =; (kp,kv). Therefore we 
have 9(A, A) = Ag(Q, 1) for the same A"(A). This fact is very useful to design the feedback gain. This will 
be shown by examples. 

Fig. 2.3 shows y($t 1) and g{6,1) for Ai = 0.4 and A2 = 0.7, where we have 

-0.759    -0.943. 
0.651       0.333 

(2.39) K{\) = -(0.18,0.81), andT(l) = 

and 6 was used to make the norm of column vectors of T matrix be equal to one. 

2.5.1     Bernoulli Distribution 

Let's assume that the sampling interval is subject to Bernoulli distribution, i.e. A = a with probability p 
and A = ß with probalility q, where a </?, 0 < p < 1, and q = 1 - p. The sufficient stability condition is 
given as follows. 

P7(ot/Ä, l) + 97(/?/A,l)< 0. (2.40) 

Note that if A > /?/1.96(= A") then the system is asymptotically stable for any a because f(0,1) < 0 for 
any 0 < 1.96. But we are generally interested in the smallest Ä because it gives us the fastest response. 
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Fig. 2.3 shows that the function 7(#,1) reaches the minimum value -0.417 at 9 = 1.35. Let 9' be the 
point which satisfies the following equation. 

7(0",1) = 2 x 0.417. 

Then it is clear that A must be greater than Ami-„(= ß[9') for Eq. (2.40). 
A suitable value of Ä can be found from the range Amin < A < A* by a trial-and-error method using 

Fig. 2.3 or Table 2.1 which gives pairs of {0i,02} such that y(Sitl) = T(02I 1)- 

(i) Calculate a = -(q/p)-y(ß/A, 1). 

(ii) Find {9U02} such that j(9\t 1) = T(02, 1) < o using Fig. 2.3 or Table 2.1. 

(iii) Check 9\ < a/A < 9%. If so, calculate K{A). If not so, go back to step (i) with another A. 

For example, if a = 10 msec, ß = 30 msec, and p = 0.75, then 9* is about 3.64 and Amm = 8.24 msec. 
while A* = 15.3 msec. If we select A = 11 msec then fr(ß/A, 1) = -0.278 and a/A = 0.91. Therefore 
we can try the 5-th row of Table. 2.1, and we have 9\ = 0.84 < 0.91 < 9i = 1.68. Hence the system is 
asymptotically stable for K = -(1488,73.64). 

2.5.2    Uniform Distribution 

Now assume that A is subject to a uniform distribution U[a, /?]. The sufficient condition of the asymptotical 
stability with probability one is given as follows: 

g(a/Ä,l)>g(ß/A,l). 

The function g(9,1) has its minimum value at 9 = 1.96. Now we define A" = /?/19.6 and Ami„ = 3/2.89. 
If A > A*, then the above sufficient condition is satisfied for any a. Therefore the system is asymptotically 
stable if A > A". On the other hand, if A < Amj„, then the above condition is not satisfied for any a. 

Table 2.1 also gives pairs of {#3,04} and the ratio #3/^4 such that g{9z, 1) — g{Q$,1). If there is a pair 
{#3,04} such that a/ß > 9z/9\, then the system is asymptotically stable for the K(A) where A = 0/63. 
Therefor we can determine A easily using this table as follows: 

(i) Calculate a = a/ß. 

(ii) Find a pair {03,04} in the Table 2.1 such that a > 93/94.    . 

(ü) Calculate A = a/03 and K(A). 

Now assume that a = 10 msec and ß = 30 msec, then we have A" = 15.3 msec, Amin = 10.38 msec, 
and a/ß = 1/3 > 0.273 in the Table 2.1. Therefore we can use a/A = 0.75 and A = 13.33 msec. 
Hence the system is asymptotically stable with K = -(1065,62.31) if ß < 36.7 msec. Table 2.2 shows 
the IAE (Integration of Absolute value of the Error) for fifty random streams with the initial condition 
x(0) = (1.0, 0)T. The table shows that when ß > 40msec, the STD (STanderd Deviation) and the maximum 
values of IAE for the velocity error e\{t) become very large compared to the cases where ß < 35 msec. This 
means that the system is still stable but there is a large vibration in the response for A > 40 msec. It is 
interesting since A selected above assures the asymptotically stability for ß < 36.7 msec. 
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2.5.3    Mixed Uniform Distribution 

Next we assume that A is subject to a uniform distribution U[a, ß] with probability r and to W[p, v] with 
probability 1 — £. The sufficient condition is given as follows: 

„__g(ß/Ä,l)-g(<*/&^)  { gQ//Ä,l)-gQi/Ä.l)   cQ 

ß/A-a/A vfh-nfL 
Though the selection of A becomes a little difficult, we can use the following procedure to estimate an 

appropriate A: 

(i) Define ä = (a + /?)/2.0, ß = {ft + ")/2.0, p = e, and q = 1 - p. 

(ii) Determine A using the procedure in Exam. 1 for or = ä and ß = ß. 

(iii) Check the condition. If satisfied, calculate K(A). If not, try another value for A. 

Now assume that A is subject to U[bmsec, 15msec] with probability € = 0.75 and toU[20msec, 40msec] 
with probability 0.25. Then we have ä = 10 msec, ß = 30 msec, p = 0.75, and q = 0.25. If we use 
A = 11 msec from the result of Exam. 1, then we have E = -0.04 <"0. Therefore the system is 
asymptotically stable for the same K = —(1488,73.64). ' 

Fig. 2.4 shows the simulations of x(t) for three cases discussed above where x(Q) = (1.0,0)T. 

2.6     PID Controller and PD Controller with One Step Delay 
Here a PID controller and a PD controller with one step delay for a random sampled system are discussed. 

2.6.1     PID Controller 

We consider a linear time-constant control system 

i(t)    =    Ax{t) + Bu(i) + d, (2.41) 

2/(0    =    Cx(t), (2.42) 
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7(01,1) = 7(« 2,1) ?(*3,1)= = 3(04,1) 
7(0, 1) 0i 02 9(0,1) H 04 03/04 

0.00 0.00 1,96 0.000 0.00 2.88 0.000 
0.087 -0.05 0.18 1.92 -0.009 0.25 2.87 

-0.10 0.33 1.89 -0.039 0.50 2.84 0.176 
-0.15 0,46 1.83 -0.094 0.75 2.78 0.270 
-0.20 0.56 1.79 -0.173 1.00 2.69 0.372 
-0.25 0.71 1.73 -0.270 1.25 2.56 0.488 
-0.30 0.84 1.68 -0.373 1.50 2.39 0.628 
-0.35 0.98 1.60 -0.456 1.75 2.17 0.806 
-0.40 1.18 1.48 -0.467 1.80 2.12 0.849 

Table 2.1: $u 02 ,03, and 04 

MEAN STD MAX 

ß ei(t) e<(t) ei(t) 6i(t) edi) it(t) 
25 0.0531 0.9999 0.0022 o.oou 0.0572 1.0020 
30 0.0511 1.0039 0.0043 0.0200 0.0561 1.1310 
35 0.0498 1.0198 0.0060 0.0515 0.0589 1.2370 

40 0.0509 1.2418 0.0077 0.4305 0.0717 2.7051 
45 0.0709 2.6492 0.0638 4.4592 0.4354 30.276 

Table 2.2: IAE for If [10 msec, ß msec] 

where d and y(t) are an n-dimensional constant disturbance and an r-dimensional output vector, respec- 
tively. We assume that this system is controllable and observable. Then a continuous-time PID controller 
is given as follows: 

i(0   =   9-y(t) 
u(t)    =    Kix(j) + K2z(t), 

where y is an r-dimensional constant reference vector. It is well known that if and only if 

det 
A 
C 

B 
0 *0, 

there exist feedback gains K^ and Ki such that x(t) —» y as * — co for any x'(0), y and d [3]. 
Now we consider a randomly sampled system controlled by a PID controller as follows: 

Jt+i    =    ${A*)*fc+ *(d*)tijfc +d 

yk   =   Cxk 

H+i    =    sr* +(£- «/*). 

Then we have 

Xi+l 

«i 

=    *{At) 

=  k 

Si 
+ V(Ak)uk + 

(2.43) 

(2.44) 

(2.45) 

(2.46) 

(2.47) 

(2.48) 

(2.49) 

(2.50) 

(2.51) 
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where 

3(A*) = *(A*) 
-C 

0 
*(AA) = 

¥(At) 
0 

K = [A-! üf3]. 

Now we assume that Condition (2.45) is satisfied, then it is easy to show that for almost all A*, 

det *(Afe)-/„    *(At) 
-C 0 

#0 (2.52) 

is satisfied, too. This implies that System (2.50) is controllable for almost all A*. Hence we can apply the 
algorithm described in Section 2.4 to choose feedback gain K and transformation matrix T for which the 
randomly sampled system becomes asymptotically stable with probability one. Then we have 

||zi+1 - XJII —«0, or Xj; —* y as k —* oo with probability one. 

For two-dimensional system (2.37), we have 

<*(At) = 
1 A* 0 
0 1 0 
-1 0 1 

*(At) = 
Af/2 

At 

0 

(2.53) 

(2.54) 

where we assumed C = [1 0]. By applying the algorithm in Section 2.4, we have following proposition: 

Proposition 4 (PID Controller)  Let T(1.0) and /C(1.0) be given by the algorithm in Section 2.4 for 
extended system (2.50) by using A = 1. If we use the algorithm for a A, then me have 

f(A) = 
At! 

At3 J 

R(L) = [*t/A
2 *,/A k3/&% 

and 

where 

7(A,A) = T(A/A,1.0) 

T(A,A) = Iog(||f-1(A){#(A) + *(A)Ä-(A)}T(A)|}), 

ti and ki are the i-th row vector off(\.0) and the i-th element of K(1.0), respectively. 

The proof is given by direct calculation. Therefore we can use the similar procedures to ones described in 
above section to determine the appropriate A for given sampling interval distribution. 

Example 4 Fig.- 2.5 shows the -/(A, 1.0) and g(A, 1.0) for {Xt} = {0.95,0.7.-0.4} and 
i 

r 
r(i.o) = 

-0.0499    -0.0715    -0.0294 
0.0026       0.0252       0.0252 

-0.9986    -0.2382    -0.0491 

The feedback gam is AT(l.O) = [-0.221,-0.840,0.009]. Note that 7(A,1.0) becomes positive for small 
A. This is due to the change of the direction of eigen vectors. For A € U[10 msec, 30 msec], we have 
A = 14.29 msec and 

**+i   =   zk + (y- yk), 

uk    =    -(1083,58.80]!* + 44.10**. 

Fig. 2.6 shows a simulation for x0 = 0 and y = 1.0. Disturbance d = (0.0,1.0)T is applied to continuous 
time system (2.42).  The result shows a smooth convergence into y. 
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2.6.2    PD Controller with One Step Delay 

If ujt is calculated using not Zk but xt_f, then we have a one step delay controller. This is common 
situation for Robot controllers. A simple way to compensate the delay for constant sampling time system 
is to use a controller as follows: 

«* = JC(*(A)zfc.i + *(A)u*-i). (2.55) 

Here we consider the stability of the system controlled by the above controller under random sampling 
intervals. Namely, we use a PD controller with one step delay as follows: 

uk = K-(Ä)(#(Ä)*fe-i + *(&)«*-i), (2.56) 

where K(A) is determined using the algorithm in Section 2.4 for a A. Of course, T(A) is also determined 
at the same time. Then we have following extended equation: 

«t+i 

*(At) *(Afe) 
K"(Ä)$(Ä)    /C(Ä)*(A) 

If we use 

f(A) = 

where S is a small real number, then we have 

T(A) 0 
L K(k)T{A)   Sir 

T~l(A) 
4       * 

T(A) = 
T-iTT <5f-L* 

-K(T-r)T/S    K(y-9) 

(2.57) 

(2.58) 

(2.59) 

where $ = «5(A),* = *(A},Ä = K(A),f = T(Ä) and T = $ + #j£,   $,*, and f are corresponding 
matrices for A = A, respectively. Therefore we can check the stability of the system using matrix T(A). 

For the two-dimensional systems such as Eq. (2.37), we have proposition as follows: 

Proposition 5 (PD Controller with One Step Delay)  For two-dimensional system (2.37), we have 

-?(A,Ä) = 7(A/Ä,1.0)1 

where 

7(A,A) = log(|| 
r_irT $T~ly 

K(t - V)f/6   !<{$ - $) . 

The proof is also straightforward. 

Example 5 Fig. 2.7 shows 7(A, 1.0) and g(A, 1.0) /or {A,} = {0.95,0.90} and 6 = 0.005.   Then we have 
K(l.Q) - -[0.0050,0.1478] and 

T(1.0) = 
-0.9986 -0.9945 0.000 
0.0513  0.1047 0.000 

-0.0026 -0.0010 0.005 

We must use eigenvalues near to 1 + JO in order to get a wide minus zone of function 7(A, 1.0) and this 
results m rather small feedback gain K(\.Q).  Mow assume that usually the controller works every 5 msec 
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Figure 2.5: ^{A, 1.0) and g(A, 1.0) for PID Controller 

with probability 0.9 but it must sometimes wait for from 10msec to 20msec with probability 0.1.   Then the 
system is asymptotically stable if 

,.     „,    g(2Q msec, A) - g(l0 msec, A) 
0.9 * 7(5 msec, A) + 0.1 *  ,„ -   _  — < 0, 

or 

10 msec 

0.9 * 7(0 msec/A, 1.0) + ——^—{<7(20 msec/Ä, 1.0) - g(l0 msec/A, 1.0)}. 
10 msec 

// we use A = 2.5 msec, it is shown that the above inequality is satisfied and we have 

m = -(800.0,61.21)zi_1 - 0.1503ui_i. 

Fig.  2.8 shows a simulation for ZQ = (1,0)   .   This figure also shows the smooth and rapid convergence to 
zero state. 
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Figure 2.7: y(&, 1.0) and y(A, 1.0) for PD Controller with One Step Delay 
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Chapter 3 

Robot Manipulators 

In this chapter, we consider the asymptotical stability with probability one of randomly sampled robot 
systems. Dynamic equations of robot systems are usually described by non-linear functions and controllers 
also have non-linearity. Therefore, first of all, these equations are linearized along desired trajectories to 
time-variant multi-dimensional linear systems and, next, the results given above are applied to them. 

Here we consider three kinds of controllers: 

• PD controllers with feedforward terms [16], 

• Conputed Torque Controllers [20] [17], 

• Simple Computed Torque Controller, 

and discuss their effectiveness under the random sampling situation. 

3.1    Stability Condition 
In this section we will consider the stability of randomly sampled robot control systems.   The dynamic 
equation of a robot and the equation of a controller are given as follows. 

x(t)    =    f(x(t),uk) = f1(x(t)) + f2(x(t))uk (3.1) 

uk    =   h(x(ik))t tk < t < i*+i a (i* + Ak) (3.2) 

where x{t) and Ufc are the state vector and the input vector of the robot, respectively. / and h are smooth 
non-linear functions. We assume that a planned trajectory {x(t) : to < t} is given and also assume that 

Then using the following variables 

£(h)    =    f(x(tk),ük) (3.3) 

8»    =    *(*(**))■ (3.4) 

x(t)    s    x(t) + Sx(t) (3.5) 

ft    =    üjt + 6uk (3.6) 
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and linearizing the above equations around the trajectory, we have 

Si(t)    =    A(t)Sx(t) + B{t)6uk + d(t) (3.7) 

Suk    =    Ck8x{tk) (3.3) 

where 

A(t)    =    [df/dx}(x(i)tük) 

B(t)   =   M*(t)) 

ck  =  [dh/dx){x{tk)) 

d(t)  =  /(*(*), «*)-!<*) 

df/dx    =    [df/dxl:---:df/dxn]. 

d(t). is a disturbance due to using sampling controllers for the system and it is omitted from the system 
equation in the following discussion of the stability. 

Sx(tk+i) can be calculated for a given Sx(tk) and Suk as follows: 

Sx(tk+i) = $(tk+lltk)8x(tk) + V(tk+1,tk)8uk. (3.9) 

where $(tk+i,tk) >s the unique solution of 

—$(t,tk) = A(t}$(t,tk) Hh,tk) = In 

and y(tk+i,tk) is given by 

By substituting Suk of Eq. (3.8) into the above equation, we have 

8x(tk+1) = r(tklAk)Sx(tk) , (3.10) 

where 
V(tk,At) = mk+1,tk) + 9lh+uh)Ct. 

We now define a random variable y for any non-singular matrix T as follows. 

7(tk,&k) = \og(\\T-lr(tk<Ak)T\\). (3.11) 

Note that j(tkl At) is a function of A0, - • ■, A*, therefore y(tk, Ak) and y(tk+i, At+r) are not independent 
of each other, even though we have assumed that A^'s are in this paper. On the other hand, we have 

7<**,0) = Q (3.12) 

for any tk > i0- This denotes that the effects of A,-, i = 0, ■ ■ ■, k — 1 are not accumulated on "f(tk, At), and 
we can expect y(tk,A.k) and f(tk+i,A|) to become independent statistically as / increases. 

We now introduce some definitions. 



Definition 2 (weak correlation) The robot system is weakly correlated along the trajectory {x(t) : to < 
t), if there exists an integer L such thai 

Cor[y(tkrAk),f{ik+,,Ah+,)] = Q 

fork = 0,1,2,--* and integer I > L, where Cor[a, 6] means the correlation coefficient between random 
variables a and b and t^+i = tj. + At + - ■ - + Ajt+i-i- 

Definition 3 The randomly sampled robot system is asymptotically stable with probability one along the 
trajectory {x(t) : io < *}> '/ 

Prob[ lim \\6x(tk)\\ = 0] - 1 
Jfc—»CO 

for any Sx(to). 

We then have the following proposition. 

Proposition 6 (Stability of Robot Manipulator) Assume that the robot system is weakly correlated 
along the trajectory {x(t) ; t$ < t). The robot system is asymptotically stable with probability one along the 
trajectory , if there exist two numbers a and ß < 0 such that 

E[y{t,A)\t]    <    p<Q 

E[{7(t,A)}?\t]    <    <72 + /J
2<co 

for any t > to, where E[a\b] is the conditional expectation of a gtven b. 

< proof > 
From Eq. (3,10), we have 

6x{tk) = r(it_i,A*_i)- ■ • r(*0l AQ)Sx(t0). 

Therefore 

log(]\T-l6x(tk)\\) < log(||T-Mx((0)|j) + *£y(tuAs). 

Note that 

£[7(i,-,A,-)]    =    EiE-hit^AiJlUJlKß 

VfrituAi)]    =    E[E[{f(ti, Ai)}%}] - (EljituAi)]}2 < a2 

for i < j. Now define z^ as follows. 
1 i_L 

K
 >=0 

then we have 

E[zk]    <    ft 

2(1 + 2Z 
.;- 
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where 7,- = y(U,Ai) and we used \Cov[ji ,fj]\ < \JCov[yi\Cov{-(j] < <r2 where Coi>[7i,7j] is the covariance 
of 7,- and ft. This means that V[zk] —>• 0 as k — 00, and by Tchebycheff's inequality we have 

Prob[zk < (iß] > Prob[\zk - E[Zk\\ < ft/2) > 1 - ^p. 

Hence we have 

MII^lM**)ll) - -« 
with probability one for any zo as fc —* 00. □ 

Note that the condition of the above proposition does not depend on to at all. Therefore if the propo- 
sition holds, we have 

lim|M<i)||=0 
t —CO 

with probability one for any 5x(tQ), (t'0 > to), where t'k = t'0 + A'Q + ■ ■ ■ + A't_t. 
We now define 

g(t,A) =   f   f{t,r)dr (3.14) 
Jo 

then we have the following proposition. 

Proposition 7 {Bernoulli, Uniform, and Mixed Uniform Distributions)  Assume that the robot sys- 
tem is weakly correlated along tke trajectory {x(t) : to < t], and 

E[{7(t,A)}2\t}<<72<™ 

for any t > to. 

i. If the sampling rate A is subject to a Bernoulli distribution where A = a with probability p and A = 3 
with probability q = 1 — p, then the randomly sampled robot system is asymptotically stable along the 
trajectory with probability one, if there exists a negative number p such that 

P7(t,<x) + <n(t,ß)<»<0 

for any t > to- 

ii. // the sampling rate A is subject to a uniform distribution U[ct,ß], then the system is asymptotically 
stable with probability one, if there exists a negative number /j suck thai 

g(t,.ß)-g(t,a)<v<0 

for any t > to- 

iii. If the sampling rate A is subject toU[a>,ß) with probability e and to U[-{t 5] with probability 1 — e, then 
the system is asymptotically stable with probability one, if there exists a negative number p such thai 

£9(t,ß)-9«,*)       ^     9(U)-g(t,y) 
0 - a 6 - 7 

for any t > to, 

In practical situation, the dimensions of the state vector and the input vector of robot systems are 
different (n = 2r, in general), the trajectory is defined in a finite time interval [ta,t/]tf - t0 < 00 and the 
sampling intervals have a finite upper limit. We have the following corollary for such case. 
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Corollary 4 // the dimensions of the state vector and the input vector of the robot system are different, 
the trajectory is'defined in a finite time interval [to, t/] (tj — to < oo) and there is a positive number c such 
that /(A) = 0 for ant A > c, then there exists a finite number <r such that 

E[{7(t,A)}'\t]<^<oo 

uiAere for any t 6 [*OJ*/J- 

< proof > 
We denote set [ta,tf] x (0,cj as T in this proof. Clearly T is a closed set in a usual phase. Therefore 

there is an upper bound a such that ||T-1r(<, A)T|| < a for all (t,A) E T because of continuity of the 
function. 

Just same as multi-dimensional time-invariant system, y(t, A) becomes infinite only if 

r(f, A) = *(* + A, t) + f(i + A, t)K = 0. 

<$(* + A,t) is nonsingular for any (i,A) while ^(t + A,t)K is not so for any (t, A) if n j£ r. Therefore 
||T-lr(t,A)T|| # 0 for any (t,A) G T = [toJj] x [0,cj. If there is a sequence of pair (<i,A,),i = 1,2,3-■ 
such that |fT"~ 1T(i,-, Ai)T|| — 0 as i —* oo, there is a accumulating point (<a,Aa) which belongs to T 
because the set is closed. This implies T(ta, Aa) = 0 and contradicts the fact shown above. Hence there is 
a lower bound 6 > 0 such that \\T~lV(t, A)T\\ > b. Therefore we have 

£[{7(t,A)}2\t] < max{{log|a|}2,{log!&|}2} < oo. 

□ 

3.2     Linearized Systems, Controllers and Matrix T 

The typical dynamic equation of a robot manipulator is given as follows: 

T     =     M(q)q+C(q,q) + B(q) + G(q) 

=    R(q,q,q) (3.15) 

where r is the joint force/torque vector, q the joint variable vector, and M, C, B, and G correspond 
to the inertia tensor, the centrifugal and Coriolis force, the viscous friction, and the gravitational force, 
respectively. Coulomb forces are omitted because we consider the linearization of the equation here. 

Then the robot dynamic equation (3.15) is linearized along a trajectory {q[t),q(t), q(t)} at tk as follows. 

5x = A(t)Sx(t) + B(t)6ut (3.16) 

where 

6x    = 
q-q 
q-q 

A(t)    = 0 
_ -M~lidR/dq) -M~\dR/dq) 

B[t)    = 
0 

6uk     =     h(q(tk),q(tk)tqitk))-hiq(U)iq-(tk),'4(tk)) 
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M = M(q(t)), and partial deviatives are calculated at (q(t), q{t),q(t))- 
5uk is obtained for a PD controller with, a feedforward term, a computed torque controller, and a simple 

computed torque controller, respectively, as follows: 
(i) A PD controller with a feedforward term 
The control law is expressed as follows. 

ut=Kp(q(it)-q(tM))+K„(q(tk)-q{tb)) + Vk (3.17) 

where Kp and Kv are the proportional and differential gains respectively.   Then we have the linearized 
equation for the input as follows. 

Suk = CkSx(tk) (3.18) 

where 
d = -[Kp Kv). 

(ii) A computed torque controller 
The control law is expressed as follows. 

u* = R(q(tk)>q(h)>q'(tk)) (3.19) 

where 
q'(tk) = q(tk) + Kp(q(tk) - q(U)) + Kv(q-(h) - q(tk)) 

and Kp and Kv are the proportional and differential gains, respectively. 
For this input, we have 

5uk = Ck6x{tk) (3.20)' 

where 
Ck = [dR/dq - MkKp dR/dq - MkKv\ 

;V/jt = M(q(tk)), and partial deviatives are calculated at (g(<t),?(tt), ?(<*)). 
(Hi) A simple computed torque controller 
If we use 

"*     =     R(q(tk),q(tk),q'(tk)) 

or 

then we have 

where 

=     Mk{Kp(q(tk) - q(tk)) + Kv(q-(tk) - ?((*))} + Ü* 

6uk=Ck5x(tk) (3.21) 

Ck = -Mk[Kp Kv\. 

Now, a method to determine matrices Kp, Kv and T is to use the algorithm shown in the above section 
for a multi-dimensional linear randomly sampled system. Namely: 

step(i)  Select an appropriate time instance t > to and a sampling interval A ,and calculate matrices A(t), 
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step(ii)   Choose appropriate eigenvalues A,'s and vectors £; 's. 
* 

step(iii)  Determine a feedback gain K and matrix T using algorithm given in Section 2.4- 

step(iv)  Determine matrices Kp and Kv as follows. 

For a PD controller with a feedforward term, 

[Kp Kv] = -K 

for a computed torque controller, 

[Kp Kv) = -Bi(£)K - Mt) 

and for a simple computed torque controller, 

[Kp Kv] = -B,{t)K 

where Ai(i) and B?(t) are the lower half sub-matrices of A(i) and B(i), respectively. 

step(v)  Check the stability using Props. 6 or 7. 

3.3     Examples 

In this section we apply the result given above to a simple three dof robot "ROBOTEC" shown in Fig. 3.1. 
The dynamic equation is given as follows. 

where 

M    = 

C    = 

B    = 

G    = 

r = M(q)q + C(q,q) + Bq + G(q) 

CxS\ + 2ßS7C3 + fCl+mx 0 0 
0 .     a + mi      ßSiz 
0 ßS73      7 + m3 

" 2{(aS2 + ßCa)Ciq2 ~ {ßS-i + yC3)Ssq3}qi 
-(aS2 + /?S3)CWi2 + /?C23<?32 

{ßSi + ySz)S3q\2 + ßCizi-?. 

Ai 0 0 
0 62 0 
0     0    b3 

0 

S2S2 
-J3C3 

(3.22) 

(3.23) 

Si = sin(qi), Sij = sin(qi + qj) and so on. The Coulomb friction is omitted here. Typical parameters are 
given in Table. 3.1. Note the gear ratio is 1 : 8 so that the dynamics of actuators does not dominate the 
robot dynamics. Here we set mt, mj, m3, 61,62, and 63 to be zero to show the effect of the dynamic forces 
more clearly. 

Now the desired trajectory was assumed to be a straight line segment in Cartesian space connecting 
(10cm, 10cm, 0cm) at <0 = Q.Qsec and (10cm, -10cm, 10cm) at tj = l.Osec. The velocity and acceleration 
are determined using 5th order polynomials.   We used t = 0.5[sec] and A = 10msec, respectively, and 
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selected {0.7, 0.7,0.7,0.4,0.4,0.4} and 100(/3 : h] for eigenvalues {A,} and [&■], respectively. Then matrices 
Kp and Kv were calculated as follows. For the PD controller 

966.47    -40.81 11.54 46.53 3.02 -0.85 
[Kp : Kv] = 33.96       2300 310.6 -3.04 112.3 16.72 x 6.272 x 105 

-16.84      305.6 780.9 0.83 16.70 38.41 _ 

for the computed torque controller 

"      1520    -64.18 18.15 75.34 -3.01 0.91 " 

[Kp ■ K«] = 32.91        1491 -9.73 1.50 73.92 -0.48 x 6.272 x 10 
-36.18    -28.32 1492 -1.78 -1.47 73.88 _ 

for the simple computed torque controller 

1520    -64.18 -18.15 73.18 4.76 -1.34 " 
[KP :KV] = ' 28.65        1517 -11.77 -2.37 73.54 0.43 x 6.272 x 10 

-44.31    -49.84 1503 2.58 1.19 73.50 

(3.24) 

(3.25) 

(3.26) 

Figs. 3.2, 3.3 and 3.4 show 

g(t,A) -I! y(t,r)dr 

at t = 0.05,0.25,0.5,0.75, Q.95[sec] for the PD controller, the computed torque controller and the simple 
computed torque controller, respectively. 

The following simulations were performed. At the initial time i0 = 0, the robot hand was located at 
(11cm, 11cm, 1cm). Fifteen streams of random variables were used to generate sampling interval A's for 
each distributions and the worst examples are shown in the figures. , 

• There is no a and ß such that g{i,ß) < g{t,ct) except at t = 0.5sec in Fig. 3.2. This means that 
the characteristics of the system varies so widely that the PD controller may not be able to stabilize 
the system except in the vicinity of t = 0.5sec for any [a, ,3]. In fact, the system is not stable for 
A 6 [/[5msec, 30msec] although the system is stable for a constant sampling rate A = 10msec. 

• Fig. 3.3 of g(t, A) is almost same for all t for the computed torque controller. This means that the 
characteristics are almost same for all t and the system is asymptotically stable along the trajectory 
if A £ U[5msec, 30msec], for example. The simulation is shown in Fig. 3.5, where Ex, Ey and 
Ez are the errors from the desired trajectory in Cartesian space for the random sampling rate A £ 
U[5msec, 30msec]. Fig. 3.6 shows the simulation for A £ U[§rnsecx 40msec]. The system still 
remains stable, but there exist large' vibrations around t = 0,4sec. The system is unstable for 
A £ ^[5msee, 45msec] for almost all random streams. From Fig. 3.3, we have: (i) if ß < 33msec, 
there is an a such that the robot system is asymptotically stable, (it) if or < 21msec, there is a ß for 
which the system is asymptotically stable. 

• Fig. 3.4 for the simple computed torque shows the intermediate properties of the graphics for above 
two controllers. The characteristics change but not so widely that we can find stable distributions 
for all t. Figs. 3.7 and 3.8 show the error trajectories for the random rate A £ U[5msec, 25msec] 
and A £ £/(5msec, 40msec], respectively. There are large vibrations around t = OAsec in the latter 
figure which is almost same as one for the computed torque controller. The system is also unstable 
for A € U[5msec, 45msec] for almost all random streams. From Fig. 3.4, we have: (i) if ß < 28msec, 
there is an a such that the robot system is asymptotically stable, (ii) if a < 19msec, there ig a ß for 
which the system is asymptotically stable. 
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(x,y,2) 

Figure 3.1: ROBOTEC 

Table 3.2 shows expectations and standard variations of correlation coefficients btween rftkt&k) and 
7(**+/,At+l) for A = 30 and I = 1,5,10,20, where A* G U$msec,30msec]. Five sets of 200 samples 
were calculated for each case. The correlation coefficients are all small even' for a pair of y(t30, A30) and 
7(<3i, A3i). Therefore we can assume that these fs are independent random variables one another. 
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Figure 3.2: g x 1000 of PD Controller 
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Table 3.1: Parameters of ROBOTEC 

a[gcm* 1.493 x 104 

ßfoem* -4.421 x 10J g [[gem-/sec2} 1.345 x 10° 
-([gem2 5.110 x 10J g'l[gcm2 / sec1} 8.389 x 103 
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Figure 3.4: g x 1000 of Simple Computed Torque Controller 
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Figure 3.5: Computed Torque Controller - U[5msec, 30msec) 

Table 3.2: Expectations and Standard Deviations of Correlation Coefficients 

E{tk] = 0.525[sec] PD Controller CT Controller SCT Controller 
/ E[tk+I][sec) MEAN STD MEAN STD MEAN STD 
1 0.543 0.0271 0.0829 -0.0110 0.0646 -0.0213 0.0676 
5 0.613 0.0519 0.0755 0.0340 0.0780 0.0295 0.0772 

10 0.700 0.0645 0.0432 0.0288 0.0517 0.0411 0.0527 
20 0.875 -0.0484 0.0729 -0.0727 0.0650 -0.0632 0.0650 
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Figure 3.6: Computed Torque Controller - U[5msec,40msec] 
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Figure 3.7: Simple Computed Torque Controller - U[5msec, 25msec] 
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Figure 3.8: Simple Computed Torque Controller - U[5m$ec, 40msec] 
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Chapter 4

Control of PUMA 260 under
Random Sampling Intervals

In this chapter, we apply the results given so far to the control of PUMA 260 Robot Manipulator.
Corke [4] developed a new control system MMCS (Modular Motor Control System) which contains 2-

axis control boards inserted into IBM PC bus and an adapter to connect to a high performance workstation
computer(SUN 3). The controller supports up to 16 axes and can be used to control various motor units
including robot manipulators, hand systems, camera mounts and tables. Control boards have a common
clock and interrupt the host computer to calculate their input signals. This facility makes it possible to keep
the sampling interval constant. The servo software in the kernel of the host computer supports position
feedback and velocity feedback controls of each joint with a programmable digital filter and a Coulomb
friction compensator. However if we wish to control the torques of motors directly through MMCS. then
the control algorithm must be run in a user process and its scheduling canfiot be guaranteed, with possibly
consequences for unstable and non-smooth control, at the present stage of MMCS. This is unavoidable
under a Unix machine. Therefore, in this chapter, we apply the results given above for random sampling
intervals in order to control PUMA 260 with MMCS.

When we discussed the control problems of a two-dimensional linear control system in Section 2.5, we
expected that we would be able to apply the results to robot manipulators which were controlled with a
randomly sampled controller. In the following , first of all, the distribution of sampling intervals are mea-
sured and are approximated by a mixed uniform distribution. Next, feedback gains and a transformation
matrix are calculated for the two-dimensional system using the algorithm given in Section 2.5. Finally, the
stability is checked for the case where we use the same feedback gains to cortrol PUMA 260 by SUN 3.
To do so. linearized dynamic equation of PUMA 260 is generated automatically by a Lisp program. Some
simulation results are also shown.

4.1 Control Scheme and Distribution of Sampling Intervals

If we use a simple computed torque controller, then inputs uk are calculated by

uk = M(4(tk))4"(tk) + C(4(th), q(tk)) + B(4(tk)) + G(q(tk)) + CL(q(tk)), (4.1)

where CL(q) is a Coulomb friction force term, and

j"(t) = q-(t&) + Kp(4(th) - q(tk)) + K.(4(tk) - q(tk)).
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Here the trajectory is assumed such that the hand is directed to downward and moves along a circle
with the radius of 10 cm at the center of (25 cm, 0 cm, 0 cm) in the horizontal plane keeping the constant
pose with respect to the shoulder coordinate system of PUMA 260. It rounds the circle in tr sec. namely

T [ 0 0 1 25 l0sin(2t,/tr) ]
10 0o(-,t t r042

Due to the randomness of the sampling intervals, we cannot identify the current time by counting the
numbers on iterations and we must rely on function "clocko" to calculate the desired trajectory. The
resolution of the function is 16.666 rsec. Therefore we prepared a table of desired joint angles, angular
velocities, and angular accelerations for each 16.666 msec from the above trajectory. This also means that
we cannot measure the histogram of sampling intervals of Eq. (4.1) by "clocko" precisely.

For PUMA 260, we use following control strategy:

* MMCS interrupts SUN 3 every I rsec and sends out current commands to motor drivers. Viscous
and Coulomb friction are compensated in this level. This also means that the states of joints ( which
contain current angles and angular velocities of them ) are updated each I Msec.

* The controller reads the current state information from MMCS, calculates Eq. (4.1), and writes the
command values u(t) on MMCS repeatedly.

Now we assume that the output of "clocko" changes at tc0 , tc1 ,tc,... , where (tck+i-tck = 16.666msec)
and that the i-th sampling interval begins at ti E (tck,tck+l], and ends at ti+i E [tck+,,, tck+,,+1) (see Fig.
4.1). Then the "clocko" changes n-times in the sampling interval. We define this event as E, namely,

E, Event where "clock)" changes n-times in a sampling interval.

Now we assume that

* The starting times of sampling intervals after the latet clock change ( yi = ti - tCk ) are subject to
uniform distribution U(0, 16.666 msec] and statistically independent not only of each other but also
of sampling intervals. I

Then we have following proposition:

Proposition 8 (Probability of Event E,,)

and for n > 0 d0= f(, + (n - 1)h)dA + 1  h - f(A + nh)dA.

where P,, = Prob(E,,], h = 16.666 msec, and f(A) is the probability density function of sampling :ntervals.
Furthermore we have

7'

E[A] = lir

8=1

1 Generally, this assumption is not true for control systems. Usually, V. and y,+ 1 have a positive correlation if the deviation
of sampling intervals are not so large. Nevertheless we assume this because of simplicity.
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Figure 4.1: Event E,

< proof >
Here we consider for the case of n > 0 only because the case of n = 0 will be trivial from it.
We assume that the i-the sampling interval starts y after the latest tck and continues A seconds. Then

it is clear that if A < (n - 1)h or A < (n + 1)h then we have Prob[E,] = 0. Next, if (n - 1)h < A < nh
then y > nh - A must be satisfied. Therefore, by the assumption on random variable y, the probability
for the case where sampling intervals are contained in (A, A + dA) is

A - (n- )h f(A)dA.

h

On the other hand, if nh < A < (n + 1) then y must be less than (n + 1)h - A. Therefore we have

(n + 1)h - A f(A)dA,

h

for the same small segment. Since these events are exclusive each other, we have
I

P, = A 1 f(A)dA + ((n + 1)h - -f(A)dAI(.-1)h h I"h h

Substructing the integral variables appropriately, we have first half part of the proposition. This equation
can also be verified easily using characteristic functions.

Now we have

= J Af(A)dA + j (2h - A)f(A)dA.

Here we assume next equation:

n (n+ I)A
SihP j Af(A)dA + n{(n + 1)h - A}f(A)dA,
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then we can easily show that

= 10 Af((A)d + ( + I){(n + 2)h - A}f(A)d..

Therefore for any n > 0,

A f(A)dA < i < Af(A)dA.

This inequality means the proposition is true. C
The histogram of event E, were measured five times for one minute using SUN 3 and the results are

shown in Table 4.1.2 We have five independent conditions ( P,,(n = 0, 1,2,3,4) ). Therefore we can use
five parameters to specify the distribution of sampling intervals. Note that the expectation of sampling
times is determined by P only and does not depend on f(A) at all. This means that we cannot use the
expectation to identify it.

Since we do not any information about the distribution of sampling intervals, it is reasonable to use a
distribution as simple as possible. Hence we assume it as follows:

(1) A = a with probability pl.

(2) A is subject to

{U(h, 2hi] with probability P2,

U[2h, 3hi] with probability p3,
U[3h, 4hi] with probability P4.

(1) corresponds to the normal situation and (2) to the case where some delay occurs due to, for example.
interrupt latencies. By applying Prop. 8 to this distribution, we have

P =  1P, (4.3)

p / = h- a P2 (4.4)h 2l+
P2 + P3 (4.5)

2
_ + P4

P3 2 P (4.6)

P4
P4 2 (4.7)

These simultaneous equations can be solved easily and we have

p Pl = 0.918845
P2 = 0.080298
p3 = 0.000784 (4.8)

P4 = 0.000070
a = 2.147 msec

2 of course, the distribution of sampling intervals varies depending on the number of login users and the quality of jobs.
Therefore several data were gathered at different chances. Data were very similar to each other for this system since Sun
3 system in GRASP LAB. of Univ. of Penn. is devoted to a relatively restrictive purpose (to develop & control system of
PUMA 260) and only a few people usually login it.
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Trial Time(sec] No. of Iterations E0 E, E2 E 3  E4
1 60.014 11376 9120 1802 451 3 0
2 60.014 11190 8985 1736 458 11 0
3 60.014 11214 8974 1170 460 8 2
4 60.014 11285 8992 1826 467 0 0
5 60.014 11124 8907 1773 442 2 0

Means 60.014 11237.8 8995.6 1781.4 455.6 4.8 0.4
Rate 0.00534 1.0 0.8005 0.1585 0.0405 0.43 x10 - 3  0.35 x 10-

Table 4.1: Histogram of E,,

Stream Time sec]  No. of Iterations E0  E, E2 E3  E4
1 60.016 10961 7846 2631 482 2 0
2 60.008 11390 8227 2727 435 1 0
3 60.016 11209 8081 2661 462 4 1
4 60.008 11271 8118 2710 439 4 0
5 60.029 11207 8081 2658 462 6 0

Means 60.016 11195.6 8070.2 2677.4 456.0 3.4 0.2
Rate 0.00536 1.0 0.7209 0.2391 0.0407 0.30 x10 - ' 0.18 x 10-

Table 4.2: Simulation of E,

However there is a problem. If we use values given above, the expectation of sampling intervals becomes
4.017msec and it is less than the measured value 5.34msec. To adjust this difference, we used a = 3.587msec
instead of 2.147 msec.

Simulation were done using this distribution. The results are given in Table 4.2. The mean and
probabilities of event E2 , E3 , and E4 are very near the original data, while probabilities of E0 and El are
different. This is because of the periodicity of the sampling times. The sampling intervals have same value
(3.587 macc) with probability 0.9 and y, has a positive correlation each other. This distribution is still
useful since it gives worse situation than the actual. Therefore we use this distribution to determine the
feedback gains of Eq. (4.1) in the following section.

4.2 Feedback Gains and Stability

In order to apply the results given so far, we must derive a linearized equation of PUMA 260 along a
reference trajectory, which requires a lot of times and the task is so cumbersome and complicated that we
would not be able to do without lots of mistakes. To avoid this formidable business, a Lisp program is
developed which automatically generates a linearized.robot dynamic equation in a C program. The detail
is given in Appendix A.

4.2.1 PD Controller

First of all, the expectations of function y were calculated under distribution (4.8) for the two-dimensional
system of Section 2.5 with a PD controller. The results are shown in Table 4.3. From this table, we
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A[msec] expectation
15.0 -0.0749
16.0 -0.0771
17.0 -0.0782
17.5 -0.0783
18.0 -0.0782
19.0 -0.0775
20.0 -0.0763

Table 4.3: A and Expectation of y function

use A -= S msec because it gives the minimum expectation and we can expect the fastest convergence.
Feedback gain matrices Kp and Kv of controllers and transformation matrix T to check the stability were
given by Prop. 3 and Eq. (2.39) as follows:

Kp = Diag{587.76} (4.9)

Kv = Diag{46.29} (4.10)

T Diag{-0.0133} Diag{-0.0165} 1[ Diag{0.651} Diag{0.333} '(4.)

where Diag{z} is a six-dimensional diagonal matrix with the same diagonal element z. Figs. 4.2. 4.3. and
4.4 show -y functions of PUMA 260 calculated at the positions of 0, 72, 144,216, and 288 deg for 0.2. 0.5
and 1 rps. The dot line shows y function for the two-dimensional system. 7 functions of PUMA 260 are
very similar to each other in spite of the difference of the position and velocity. It is also shown that the
expectation of -y functions for PUMA 260 will ,be larger a little than that of the two-dimension~l system.
but it may be still negative. -In fact, Table 4.4 shows that the expectations of -y function for PUMA 260
are negative for all positions and velocities. Therefore PUMA 260 is asymptotically stable with probability
one.

Figs. 4.5 - 4.8 show simulation results for Stream 3 in Table 4.2. Fig. 4.5 shows the desired trajectory
for the case of 0.2 rps. Figs. 4.6, 4.7, and 4.8 show the error angles in degree for each joint for the cases
of 0.2, 0.5, and 1 rps, respectively. The mean of the absolute values of errors and the maximum for one
minute are listed in Table 4.5. The errors become larger according to the increase of velocity. Figs. 4.9
and 4.10 show the trajectories in x-y plane and x-z plane for the case of I rps, respectively. The maximum
errors in the radius and in the z-coordinates are listed in Table 4.6. This iniplies that the errors in joint
angles generate not the deviation across the desired trajectory but the delay along it. The main cause of
this is, of course, large delays in sampling times and another is the rough resolution of "clock(" function.
If PUMA 260 travels along the circle at Irps, then it moves about six degrees during 16.666 msec, which
corresponds to about four degrees of Joint 1 at the largest value.

4.2.2 PID Controller

PID controllers make robot manipulator robust for slow changes of system parameters. Therefore we apply
the results given in Subsection 2.6.1 to design a PID controller for PUMA 260. Namely, we use following
controller:

U' M((tk))tj(tk) + C((i,), q'(tik)) + B(t.(th)) + G( i(tk)) + CL(q(tk)), (4.12)
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anglerdeg I 0.2[rps] 0.5trps] 1.0 rps
0 -0.07077 -0.07061 -0.06904
72 -0.06910 -0.06895 -0.06744
144 -0.06968 -0.06973 -0.06943
216 -0.07155 -0.07100 -0.06873
288 -0.07212 -0.07203 -0.07089

Table 4.4: Expectation of "y function for PUMA 260

O.5(rps] 0.2(rps] 1.0 rps]
Joint Mean(deg/s] Max(deg] Meanrdeg/s] Max~deg] *vfean(deg/s] 14ax(deg]

1 0.1340 0.7373 0.3345 1.7246 0.6408 3.8700
2 0.0919 0.3003 0.2219 0.6699 0.3834 1.3781
3 0.1929 0.6680 0.4680 1.4662 0.8256 3.5637

0.0019 0.0114 0.0074 0.0453 0.0469 0.3526
5 0.0963 0.3004 0.2277 0.6482 0.3755 1.1918
6 0.1321 0.6699 0.3127 1.5257 0.5453 3.3778

Table 4.5: Mean and Maximum of Joint Angle Errors

Maximum Error
RPS _ Radius cmj Z-Coordinatecm
0.2 0.0295 0.0083
0.5 0.1490 0.0204
1.0 0.5302 0.0536

Table 4.6: Maximum Error in Cartesian Space for PD Controller
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Figure 4.2: Simple Computed Torque Controller: 0.2 rps
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Figure 4.3: Simple Computed Torque Controller: 0.5 rps
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Figure 4.4: Simple Computed Torque Controller: 1.0 rps
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Figure 4.5: Trajectory for 0.2 rps
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Figure 4.6: Joint Angle Errors for 0.2 rps
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Figure 4.7: Joint Angle Errors for 0.5 rps
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Figure 4.8: Joint Angle Errors for 1.0 rps
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Figure 4.9: Trajectory in x-y Plane for 1.0 rps
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Figure 4.10: Trajectory in x-z Plane for 1.0 rps

Maximum Error
RPS Radiusrcm] Z-Coordinate(cm]
0.2 0.0281 0.0249
0.5 0.1558 0.0653
1.0 0.6677 0.1851

Table 4.7: Maximum Error in Cartesian Space for PID Controller

where

zk+1 = zk + (q(tk) - q(tk)), (4.13)

"(tk) = "-(tk) + Kp(i(tk) - q(tk)) + Kh(q(tk) - 4(tk)) + Kzk.

Using the same procedure as we used for PD controllers, we have 4i = 13msec./K-p = Diag{1307.69}, K, =
Diag{64.62}, and K, = Diag{53.25}. Figs. 4.11 - 4.14 show simulation results for five seconds, where
the gravity compensation term G(i(tk)) was removed from Eq. 4.12. Figs. 4.11 and 4.12 are for the PD
controller given above and the others for the PID controller designed here. The velocity is I rps for both
controllers. For the PD controller, PUMA 260 falls about 0.7 cm at the most stretched position in Fig.
4.11, while the maximum error in the radius is about 0.6 cm ( Fig. 4.12 ). If we use the PID controller,
the vertical deviation becomes less than 0.2 cm at the worst ( Fig. 4.13 ) and the maximum radius error
becomes a little larger ( Fig. 4.14 ). Table 4.7 shows the errors in the radius and the z-coordinate for
0.2, 0.5, and 1.0 rps from t = 0.5 sec to 5.0 sec.
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Figure 4.11: Trajectory in x-y Plane for PD Controller
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Figure 4.12: Trajectory in x-z Plane for PD Controller
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Figure 4.13: Trajectory in x-y Plane for PID Controller
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Figure 4.14: Trajectory in x-z Plane for PID Controller
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Chapter 5 

Conclusions 

In this report, the stability of randomly sampled linear control systems was discussed and the following 
results were obtained. 

• A necessary and sufficient condition for the asymptotical stability with probability one was obtained 
for one-dimensional systems. 

• Applying the results to the systems whose sampling intervals are subject to Bernoulli distribution. 
uniform distribution and coupled uniform distribution, the stability conditions were derived explicitly. 

• A sufficient condition for the asymptotical stability with probability one was obtained for multi- 
dimensional systems. 

• For a typical two-dimensional system, a concrete design procedure shown for a PID controller and a 
PD controller with one step delay as well as a PD controller. 

• The above results were applied to robot control systems and the effectiveness of the PD controller 
with a feedforward term, computed torque controller, and simple computed torque controller were 
compared with a random sampling rate. It was shown that PD controllers .are very sensitive to the 
randomness of the sampling rate, while computed torque controllers and simple computed torque 
controllers are useful for random sampling rates which have fairly wide distributions. 

• Finally, the stability problem of PUMA 260 controlled by work-station SUN 3 was discussed. First 
of all, the distribution of sampling intervals was measured and approximated by a mixed uniform 
distribution. Next, the feedback gains and the transformation matrix were obtained for the two 
dimensional system mentioned above. Then the stability of PUMA 260 with same gains were checked 
using same transformation matrix. To do so, a Lisp program which generates a linerized equations 
along a reference trajectory automatically was developed. Finally some simulation results were shown. 
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Appendix A 

Linearized Dynamic Equation of 
Robot Manipulators 

Here we develop a Lisp program to generate a C program which calculates linearized dynamic equations 
of manipulators along a given trajectory recursively. 

In general, dynamic equations of robot manipulators are very complicated and to linearize the equations 
is a formidably burdensome work, while we often need linearized equations to assure the stability of the 
systems and so on. One way to deal with this work is to develop a lisp program to write the equations for 
us. 

Since we have already had efficient recursive algorithms to calculate the actuator torques(forces) of 
robot manipulators for given configuration (for example [6]), we can easily deduce recursive equations to 
calculate small deviations of the torques(forces) given small deviations of joint variables. Since, of course, 
linearized equations are linear with respect to joint variables, we can calculate the coefficients from the i-fh 
variable to the torques(forces) by setting the i-th variable to be equal to one and the others to be equal to 
zero. But if we use the general equations directly, the amount of the calculation becomes again formidable. 
Fortunately, the parameters of the equations contain a lot of zeros, ones, minus-ones, and common terms 
which appears many times during the calculation. It is also known that there is a linear dependence among 
parameters and the amount of the calculation can be reduced by using the dependence. We can use these 
facts if we develop a Lisp program to generate a C program for it. 

Dynamic equations of manipulators are described as follows: 

T    =    R(q, q, q), , (A.I) 

=     M(q)q + C(q,q) + G(q), (A.2) 

where q, q, q are angle(position), velocity, and acceleration vectors of joint variables, respectively.  \f is 
the inertia matrix, C the centrifugal and Coriolis force, and C the gravitational force. Here we neglect the 
Coulomb friction since it does not appear in linearized equations. 

We assume that a desired trajectory {q,q, q, f} is given where 

■       f=R{q,qÄ)> (A.3) 

and define small deviation vectors 5q, Sq, Sq, and ST as follows: 

6q    =    q-q, (A.4) 
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Then we have 

where 

■-     5q    =     q-q, 

<*q   =   q-q, 
ÖT      =:      7 — f. 

Sr = PSq+QSq + RSq, 

P    =     iV/(q), 

Q    =     [ÖÄ/Öq](qiq), 

Ä    =     [0Ä/Öq](q,q,q). 

Linearized equation is given as follows: 

6x(t) = A{t)Sx(t) + B(t)Sr, 

whece 

5x = 

A(t) = 

B(t)    = 

q-q 
q-q 

0 U 
-P~lQ     -P~lR]' 

0 
P-! 

Recursive equations of dynamics of the manipulator are given as follows: 
[Forward Equations] 

w,-    = 

v;    = 

R'i(wi-i + ft»), 

Äf(W{_l  + £,Z + JjW,.!   X  z), 

Äj[w,'_i X Pf_l + W;_j X (w,-_i X p,_i) + Vf„l] 

[Backward Equations] 

.'V, 

n 

"lifv,- + W,  X (p,- + Si) + Wj x (w,- X (P( + s,-))], 

/jW, + Wj  X (/jWf), 

Pi + lfi + l + Pi, 
fli+i[n1+1 + (R'i+iPi) x f,+ 1] + m,(p,- + S,-) X v,- + /V,-, 

(A.5) 

(A.6) 

(A.7) 

(A.3) 

(A.9) 

{A.10) 

(A.ll) 

(A.12) 

(A.13) 

(A.14) 

(A.15) 

(A.16) 

(A.17) 

(A.18) 

(A.19) 

(A.20) 

where q{ and qt are the velocity and the acceleration of the joint variable of link i. w,, w,-, and v, are the 
angular velocity, angular and linear acceleration of the frame i with respect to the frame i, respectively. 
Fi, JV"i, £f, and ni are the force due to the motion of link I, the torque due to the motion of link i, the total 
force in the link t, and the total torque in the link i expressed with respect to the frame i, respectively. 
p,- is the vector from the origin of frame i — 1 to the origin of frame i and s, the vector from the origin of 
frame i to the gravity center of link i with respect to frame i. m,' is the mass of link i" and /,- is the inertia 
matrix of link i at the origin of frame t with respect to frame !.   Ä, is the rotation matrix from frame 
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i—l to i, IAi and RDi are inertia and velocity friction parameters of the i-th actuator, respectively, and 
z = (0,0,1)'. 

Then the differential equations are given as follows: 
[Forward Equations] 

6v/i    =    fi-^w;.! + 6qiz) + 6qiEiv/it 

<5w 

Sv 

(A-21) 

=    Rl(6wi-i + 6q\z + <5<j,-w,-_i xz + ^<5w;_i x z) + S^f.-w,-, (A.22) 

=      RllSYfi-i X Pi_! + 5Wj_!  X (W;_! X p,_l) + W,_L X (<5w;_! X p,-^) + Sv^i]       (A.23) 

[Backward Equations] 

5F, 

6N, 

if, 

5n. 

=      nij[<5v; + <5w;  X (p,- + S,) + ÄWj  X (w,-  X (p,- + S,-)) + W,  X (5w;  X (p,- + Si))], 

=     /,<5w, + SYfi x (7,-w,-) + W; x (IiSv/i), 

=    Ri+i6fi+i + 6F{ + Sqt+iDRt+xZ+x, 

=    Ri+i[6ni+l + (ü!'+1p,) x 5fi+1 + Sqi+l(Ei+iR\+lpi) x f1+1] + 

$qi+lDRi+l[ai+t + (R'+iPi) * f.-+i] + mj(p( + s,) x <5v,- + (5JV,-, 

(A.24) 

(A.25) 

(A.26) 

(A.27) 

(A.28) 

where ÖÄ.-/Ö?,- = DÄ,- and 9/i|/% = EiR\. 
If we use <Sq = 0,<5q = 0, and <5q = 0 except Sqj = 1 for some j, then (5r,- gives c,y element of C 

matrix. Therefore, if we use the equations given above directly to calculate matrices A,B, and C of the 
linearized equation at {§(<),q(t)5q(f),r(i)} for some t, then we must calculate the dynamic equation once 
and differential equations 18 times. 

The Lisp program developed here takes the symmetry property of A matrix and the linearly dependence 
of parameters of PUMA260 into the consideration. Alberto et al. [9] investigated the dependence among 
parameters of PUMA260 and showed only 23 parameters are significant which contain 6 actuator inertias, 
6 velocity frictions, and 6 Coulomb frictions. 

The Lisp program generates five procedures as follows: 

D.equation(g, dq, ddq, tau) calculates input r from (q,dq,ddq). 

cpmm.terms(?, dq, ddq, tau) calculates 35 common terms used to calculate matrices P, Q, and R. 

P_matrix(P) calculates P matrix. 

Q_matrix(dq,Q) calculates Q matrix.        . ' 

R_matrix(dq,R) calculates R matrix. 

Table A.l shows the number of operations contained in the C program generated by the Lisp program. 
Linearized equation is calculated by these procedures as follows: 

void Matrices(q.dq.ddq,tau,P,q,R) 
real qCmra] ,dq[mm] .ddqCmm] ,tau [mm] .PCrnm] ,Q[mm] ,R[nun] ; 
{ 
D_equation(q,dq,ddq,tau); 
coiwn_tenns(q,dq,ddq,tau); 
P-matrix(P); 
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Qjnatrix(dq,qj; 
R_matrix(dq,R); 

} 

void L_Equation(q,dq,ddq,A,B) 
real q[mm] ,dq[mm] ,ddq[ram] , A[mm] [mm] ,B[mm] [nun] ; 

real AAQnm] [mm],tau[mm],P[mm][mm], Q[mm][mm],R[mm][mm],det,eps=1.0E-6; 
int rank.i,j; 

Hatrices(q,dq,ddq,tau,P,Q,R); 
Mat.diag(B,6,i.O); 
Hat_sweep(P,8,6,6,6,ftdet,eps,4rank); 

Hat-mul(B,R,AA,6,6,6); 
ior(i=0;i<6;i++)ior(j=0;j<6;j++)  A[i][j] =  (-AA[i][j]); 
Mat_mul(B,Q,AA,6,6,6); 
for(i=0;i<6;i++)for(j=0;j<6;j++)  A[i][j+6] =  C-AA[i] [j]); 
} 

where matrices A and B are 6 X 12 and 6x6 dimensional matrices and correspond to lower half sub- 
matrices of A and B in Eq. (A.12), respectively. The dynamic equation which calculates q from q,q, and 
r is given by 

void Dynamics(tau,q.dq.ddq) 
real tau[mm],q[mm],dq[mm],ddq[mm]; 

{ 
real tauOQnm],P[mm][mm],AA[mm][mm],   det,epa=l.0E-6,dql[ram],ddql[mm],taui[mm]; 
int  i.j.rank; 

ior(i=0;i<6;i++) ddq[i]=0.0; 
D_equation(q,dq,ddq,tauO); 
comm-termsCq.dq.ddq.tauO); 
P-matrix(P); 

for(i=0;i<6;i++)  AA[i] [0]=tau[i]-tauO[i] ; 
Hat_su«ep(P,AA,6,6,1,Adet,eps,Arank); 

for(i=0;i<6;i++)  ddq[i]+=AA[i] [0] ; 

} 
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Operations Dynamic Equation Linear Equation Total 
Additions 76 473 549 

Substructions 53 451 504 
Multiplications 184 1311 1495 

Table A.l: Number of Operations 
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#include <rnath.h>

#define real float
#define mm 6
#define G 9.83.
#define M6 2.768114
#define Z6 0.01401
#define Y4 (-0.38219)
#define AD4 0.079781
#define CD4 0.077761
#define IAl 0.091.631
#define 1A2 0.136312
#define IA3 0.030843
#define IM4 0.001781
#defi.ne IAS 0.006759
#define 1A6 0.001262
#define RD1 0.575662
#define RD2 0.94467
#define RD3 0.417502
#define RD4 0.066791
#define RD5 0.101721
#define RD6 0.030363
#define A2 0.2032
#define 03 0.12624
#defi4ne 04 0.2032

static real q(rrni ,dqr=~] ,ddqrmn] ,tau[,-=] ,P Cmm] Crm] ,Qmm]I Cnm I ,RC.MMI [=jI
static real dlWx6,dlwyf6],d._wzr6hdl-dwx[6lhdl-dWy[6],dl-d'4z[6);
static real dl-dVx[6],dl dVy[6,dl_dVz6,dlFx[6j,dlFyCE,dlF7z[6J;
static real dlNx[6jhdl_Ny[6],dlNz[6],dl-fxE6Jfdl_fy[6],dl--fzC6];
static real dl nxE6],dl_nyEEJ,dl nz[6];

static real S1,Cl,S2,C2,S3,C3,S4.C4, S5,C5;
static real S6,C6,Wx2,Wy2,dWx2,dWy2,dVx2,dvy2,wx3,wy3;
static real Wz3,dWx3,dWy3,dWz3,dVx3,dVy3,dVz3,Wx4,Wy4,Wz4;
static real dWx4,dWy4,dwz4,dVx4,dVy4,dVz4,Wx5,WyS,Wz5,dWxS;
static real dWy5,dWz5,dVx5,dVy5,dVz5,Wx6,Wv6,Wz6,dWx6,dWyE;
static real dWz6,dVx6,dvy6,Fx6,Fy6,Fz6,nx6,ny6,fx5,fy5;
static real nx5,ny5,Fx4,Fy4,Fz4,fx4,fy4,fz4,Nx4,Ny4;
static real Nz4,nx4,ny4,riz4,fx3,fy3,nx3,ny3,nz3,fx2;
static real fy2, fz2,nx2,ny2,nz2,CMO,C.Ml,CM2,CM3,CM4;
static real C.M15,CM6,CM7,CM8,CM9, CMlO,C.M11, CM12, CM13, CM14,
static real CM15, CM16, CM17,CM18,.CMl9, CM20, CM21, CM22, CM23, (M2 4;
static real CM25,CM26,CM27,CM28,CM29, CM3O,CM31, CM32,CM33,CM34;
static real CM35;

void 0_equat-.on(q,dq,ddq,tau)
real rmi] ,dqrmm] ,ddq(mm] ,tau~mml;

real TMO,TM1,TM2,TM3,TM4,TM5,TM6, TM7, TM8,TM9;

S1- sin(q(01);
Cl- cos(q[01);

S2-. sin(q(lJ);
C2- cos(q(1]);

S3- sin(q(21);
C3- Cos(q(2]);
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C4- cos(q[3]);

S5- si.n(qf4J);
C5- cos(qf4]);

S6- sin(qf51).;
C6- cos(q(5D);

Wx2in S2*dqEO];
Wy2m. C2*dqLOI;

TMO- dq(01*dq(1I;
dWx2- S2*ddq 0] +C2*TMO;
dWy2- C2*ddq[011 S2*TM0;

dVx2- 0-2*-G;
dVy2= C2*G;

wx3= S3*wy24C3*Wx2;
WJy3-' -(dq~l)+dqE21D;
wz3- -3*wy2..S3*wx2;

TMO- wx2*dqC2];
TM1= Wy2*dqC2];
TM2- dWy2-TMO;
TM3= dWx2+TM1;'
dWx3- S3*TM2+C3*TM3;
dWy3- -(ddq(2]+ddq~l).;
dWz3- C3*TM2-S3*TM3;

TMO= ddq~l]*A2;
TM1= dq(1]*A2;
TM2= Wy2*A2;
TM3- Wx2*TN2;
TM4- Wy2*TM2;
TM5= dq~l]*TMI;
TM6- TM3+TMO;
TM7- TM6+dVy2;
TM8- TM4+TM5;
TM9- dVx2-TM8;
dVx3- S3*TM7+C3*TM9;
dVy3= dWy2*A2-Wx2*TM1;
dVz3- C3*TM7-S3*TM9;

Wx4- S4*Wy23+C4*Wx3;
Wy4- Wz3+dq[3];
Wz4- S4*wx3-C4*Wy3;

TMO- Wy3*dq(31;
TM1- Wx3*dqE3];
TM2- dWx3+TMO;
TM3- dWy3-TM1;
dWx4- S4*TM3+C4*TM2;
dWy4- ddq(3]+dWz3;
dWz4- S4*TM2-C4*TM3;

TMO- dWz3*D3;
?Hlin Wz3*D3;
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TM2- Wx3*D3;
TM3- Wy3*TM2;
TM4- Wz3*TMI;
TM5- Wx3*TM2;
TM6- TMO-TM3;
TM7- TM6+dVx3;
TM8- TM4+TM5;
TM9- TM8+dVy3;
dVx4in S4*TM9+C4*TM7;
dVy4- dVz3- (Wy3*TM2.+dwx3*D3);
dVz4- S4*TM7-C4*TM9;

Wx5- S5*Wy4+C5*Wx4;
Wy5- -(Wz4+dqE41D;
WJz5- C5*Wy4-S5*Wx4;

TMO- Wx4*dq(4];
TMI- Wy4*dq[4];
TM2- dWy4-TMO;
TM3- dWx4+TMI;
dWx5'- S5*T.M2+C5*TM3;
dWy5- -(ddq[4]+dWz4);
dWz5= C5*TM2-S5*TM3;

TMO- dWz4*D4;
TM1- Wz4*D4;
TM2- Wx4*D4;
TM3- .z4*TM1;
TM4= Wx4*T.M2;

TM5= Wy4*TM2;
TM6P TM5-TMO;
TM7= TM3+TM4;
'M8- TME+dVx4;
TM9- dVy4-TM7;
dVx5- S5*TM9+C5*TM8;
dVy5' -(Wy4*TM1+dWx4*D4+dVz4);
dVZ5= C5*TM9-S5*TMB;

Wx6= S6*Wy5+C6*WxS;
Wy6-. C6*W.y5-S6*Wx5;
WzE= Wz5+dqC5j;

TMO= Wx5'*dq(5J;
TMl- Wy5*dq[51;
TM2= dWy5-TMO0;
TM3- dWx.5-+TM1;
dWx6- S6*TM2+C6*TM3;
dWy6=' C6*TM2-S6*TM3;
dWz6- ddq(51+dwz5;

dVx6- S6*dVy5+C6*dVx5;
dVy6- C6*dVy5-S6*dVx5;

/***** backwrad equation

TMO- Wx6*Z6;
TMI1 Wy6*Z6;
Fx6- M6*dVx6+dWy6*Z6+Wz6*TMO;
Fy6- M6*dVy6+Wz6*TM1-dWx6*Z6;
Fz6- M6*dVz5-(Wx6*TMO4WyE*TMI);
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nx6- - (Z6*dVY6);
ny6- Z6*dvx6;

tauE5J= RD)6*dq(5)+IA6*ddq[51;

fx5in C6*Fx6-S6*Fy6;
fy5= C6*Fy6+S6*Fx6;

nx5- C6*nx6-S6*ny6;
riy5- C6*ny6+S6*nx6;

tau[4]- RDS*dqE41+IA5*ddq(4]-nyS;

TMO- Wz4*Y4;
TM1= Wx4*Y4;
Fx4- Wy4*TM1-dWz4*Y4;
Fy4= -(Wz4*TMO+Wx4*TMI);
Fz4- dWx4*Y4+Wy4*TMO;

fx4- C5*fx5-S5*Fz6+Fx4;
fy4- C5*FzS+SS*fx5+Fy4;
fz4- Fz4-fy5;

TMO- A4*Wx4;
TM1- CD4*Wz4;
Nx4= Wy4*TMI+AD4*dWx4;
Ny4= Wz4*TMO-Wx4*TMI;
Nz4- CD4*dWz4-Wy4*TMO;

TMO= S5*D4;
TMI CS*D4;
TM2= TMO*fy5;
TM3- TM1*fy5;
T? 4- nx5-TM3;
x4- Y4*dVz4+C5*TM4-.S5*TM2+Nx4;

ny4= CS*TM2+S5*TM4+Ny4;
nz4- Nz4-(Y4*dVx4#TM1*fx5-TMO*Fz6+ny5);

tau[3)- ny4+RD4*dq[3]+IA4*ddq(3];

fx3- S4*fz4+C4*fx4;

fy32t S4*fx4-C4*fz4;

TMO- C4*D3;
TM1- S4*D3;
TM2- TMO*fy4;
TM3- TM1*fy4;
TM4- nx4-TM2;
TM5= nz4-TM3;
nx3- S4*TM5+C4*TM4;
riy3- S4*TM4-C4*TMS;
nz3- TMO*fx4+TMI*fz4+ny4;

tau[21- RD3*dq[214KrA3*ddq[21-ny3;

fx2- C3*fx3-S3*fy4;
fy2- C3*fy4+sS3*fx3;
fz2- -(fy3);

TMO- C3*A2;
TM1- S3*A2;
TM2- TMO*fy3;
TM3- TM1*fy3:
TM4-m TM2+nz3;
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TM5- TM3+nx3;
mx2- C3*TM5-S3*TM4;
ny2us C3*TM4+S3*TM5;
nz2- TMl*fx3+TMO*fy4-rxy3;

tau(11] nz2+RD2*dq(11+1A2*ddqfll);

tau[O]- C2*ny2+S2*nx2+RD1*dq[O]+IA1*ddq[0];

Additions : 73
Substractions : 5
multiplications : 184

void cornun terms (q,dq,ddq,tau)
real qfnmm] ,dqrmn) ,ddq[n] tau [mm)J

CMO- C5*t4;
CMl Afl4*S4;
CM2 -CD4*C4;
CM3= C4*Y4;
CM4- S4*Y4;
CM 5- CG*C4;
CM6- SS*C4;
CM7- C4*dq(5];
CM8- C4*D4;
CM9- S4*D4;
CM10- S4*dq(41;
CM11= S3*A2;
CM12- C3*A2;
VM13- C4*D3;
CM14- S4*D3;
CM15- C5*D4;
CM16= SS*D4;
CM17"" AI4*Wx4;
CN18-. CD)4*Wz4;
CM19- Wz4*Y4;
CM2O'. Wx4*Y4;
CM21- Wy6*Z6;
CM22- Wx6*Z6;
CM23- Wz4*D4;
CM24= Wx4*1D4;
CM25- Wz3*'D3;
CM26'. Wx3*03;
CM27' Wy2*A2;
CM28- Wx4*CM9;
CM29- Wz4*CM8;
CM30- S4*CM24;
CM31'. C4*CM23;
CM32- Wy4'CM9;
CM33- CM28-CM29;
CM34- CM30-CM31;
CM35- CM33+CM34;
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voi.d R matri.xl(dq, R)
realI dq (mm], R fnmlf(mmJ

R[5] [0]- 0.0;

R[4] (0)- 0.0;

R[3] [0]- 0.0;

R[21[01- 0.0;

R~lflO]- 0.0;

R[0][0]= 0.0;

void R ratrix2 (dq, R)
real dq Cnmi], R Cmn] [nu1]

real TMO,TMI,TM2,TM3,TM4,TM5,TMST-M7,TMB,T M9;
real TMlO,TMl1,TMl2,TMl3fTMl4,TM15;

di._Wx[2]"' C3*Wy2-S3*Wx2;
LI._wz (21. -- (C3*Wx2+S3*wJy2);

TMO- Wy2*dqf21;
TMI= Wx2*dq2';
TM2= dWx2+TMO;
TM3= dWy2-TMl;
dl._dWx[2]- C3*TM3-S3*TM2;
di._dWz[2]- -(C3*TM2+S3*TM3);

TMO' Wx2*A2;
TM1- Wy2*CM27;
TM2= Wx2*TMO;
TM= Wy2*TMO;
TM4- Wx2*CM271;
TM5= TM1-TM2;
TM6= TM3+TM4;
TM7- TM5-dVx2;
TM8- TM6+dVy2;
di._dVx[2]= S3*TM7+C3*TM8;
di._dVy[21. -(Wy2*dq[l]*A2+dwx2*A2);
dl-dVz[21- C3*TM7-S3*TM8;

dl -Wx[31- C4*d. Wx[21;
dlWzE3J- S4*di._Wx(21;

TMO- d.1_Wx(2]*dq[31;
dl-dWx[3]1 C4*dl-dWx[21-S4*TM0;
di._dWz[3]= C4*TMO+S4*dl dWx[2];

TMO= dl dWzE21*03;
TM1- dl_ Jz(21*D3;
TM2- dI Wx[2]*D3;
TM3> Wy3S*TM2;
TM4- Wz3*TM1;
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TM5- Wx3*TM2;
TM6' di._Wz(2]*CM25,
TM?7 dl._Wx[2]*CM26;
TM8- TMO--TM3;
TM9- TM8+di._dVx(2);
TM10- TM4+TM5;
TM11- TM6+TM7;
TM12- TM1O+TM11;
TM13- TM12+d.ldVY[2];
dl-dVx[3]- S4*TM13+C4*TM9;
di_dVy[3l'- di.dVzC2J-(wy3*TM1+dldWx(2)*D3);
d. dvz[31- S4*Th9-C4*TM13;

d. Wx(4]- S5*di._Wzf2]+C5*dl ._Wx[3];
di._Wzf4]- C5*di._Wz[2]-S5*di._Wx[3J;

TMO- di.x Wx31*dq (4) ;
TMl1 di._Wzf21*dq[4];
TM2'. dl -dWz (2] -TMO;
TM3- dl -dWxf3]+TM1;
d._dWx(4J- S5*TM2+CS*TM3;

TMO= dli._dWzt3]*D4;
TMl- di._WIz[3J*D4;
TM2- dlWx(31*D4;
TM3= WZ4*TM1;
TM4= Wx4*TM2;
TMS- dl._WzC3)*CM23;
TME' dl._Wxt31*CM24;
TM7= Wy4*TM2;
TM8- dl -_Wz[2]*CI24;
TM9= TM8-TMO;
TMIO= TM3-4TM4;
TM11- TM5+TME;
TM2 TM7+TM9;
TM13= TM12+d. dVx[3];
TM14- 7MlO+TM11;
TM15- di.dVyf3]-TM14;
di. dVxE4]- S5*TM15+C5*TM13;
di. dVyC4]-. -(Wy4*TM1+dlWz[2]*CM23+dl-dWx3*D44dl-dvz(3D);
dl-dVzC4] C5*TM15-S5*TM13;

dl -_dVx(5]= SG*(U . dVy[41+C6*dl-dVx(41;
di._dVy(5L- C6*dl-dVyC4]-S6*dl-dVx4j,;

TMO= C6*d. Wz[3];
TMI1 S6*dl.Wx(4];
TM2- C6*dl-Wx(4];
TM3= S6*di.wz(3];
TM4- di._wz(J1*dq[5J;
TM5- dl_-WxE4]*dqC5];
TM6- dl-dWxf41-TM4;
TM7- dl dWzf3]+TM5;
TM8- TMO+TM1;
TM9- TM2-TM3;
TMIO- TM8*Z6;
TM11 TM9*Z6;
dl-Fx(51- M6*dl dVx(5]+Wz6*TM11+dlWzE4]*CM22-(C6*TM7+SE*TM6)*Z6;
di. Fy(51= M6*di.dVy(51+dlWzf4J*CM21-(C6*TM6-S6*TM7)*Z6-Wz6*TMIO;
dl Fz(5]' M6*di.dVz(4]+Wy6 *TM1O-Wx6*TM11+TM8*CM21-TM9*CM22;

di._ruc5Jm -(z6*dl dVyf5J);
dl-nyf5]- Z6*dl-dVx(5];
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R(5J[11J 0.0;

di._fx[4]- C6*dl -FxE5]-S6*d1_-Fyf5l;
dl._fy(4)- SS*dJ..FxE5I+C6*di._Fy(5J;

di._rX[42- C6*dJ.nx[5)-S6*dl -ny[51;
di._ny[4J- S6*d1 nx[SJ+C6*d._ny[5j;

TMO- dl Wz(311*Y4;
TMI1 dl._Wx(31-Y4;
di._Fxf3]- Wy4*TM1+di._Wzf2]*CM20-dl dWz(3]*Y4;
dlFY[3u -(Wz4*TMO+ wx4-TMl+dJ._WzE3)*CM19+dlWx[33*CM2O);
di._Fz(31- Wy4*TMO+d. WzC2]*CM1l9+dl_dwxE3]*Y4;

di._fxf3]= dl -FxE31+CS*dl-fx[4]-S5*dl_-Fz[5];
di._fy[3l- di.Fy3+S*dlfxE4]+C5*dl-Fz(5];
di._fz[3]. di._Fz[31-di_fyf43;

TMO- A4*dlWx[3);
TM1-m CD4*di._Wz[31;
dlNX[3]. Wy4*TMI+dl_-Wz[2]*CMl8+AD4*dl-dWx[3];
dLi.Ny[3I- Wz4*TMO-Wx*TM1+dl_-Wz[3]*CM17-dl_-Wx[3]*CMI8;
dl_&zC3]= CD4*di._dWzI3] -dl._.z2JwCM17-4qy4*TIM0;

TMO- CMdl5*di-fy(4J;
TM1- CM16*dl-fy(4];
.TM2- dl nx[4]-TMO;
dl._ nx[3J dl_-Nxf3)+Y4*dl -dVz[3]+CS*TM2-S5*TMl;
di._ny[3]= dlNyE31+SS*TMl2+C5*TM1;
dl-nz[31= di._Nz(31-(Y4*di.dVxL3]+dl_nyE42+CMl5*dl_fx[41-CM16*dl Fz[5fl;

R[3J [I1]- di._ny[33;

dl_fxE2]- C4*dl -fxf3l+S4*dl -fz(3];
dl._fyf2]- S4*di._fx[3]-C4*dl-fzf3J;

TM0- C.M113*di._fy(31;
TMI1 CMl4*di._fy[3J;
TM2- dl. nx[3) -TMO;
TM3- TM41-dl-nz(3];
dLi.nx[1] C4*TM2-S4*'TM3;
dl-ny(21- S4*TM2+C4*TM3;
dl-nz(21= dlny3+CM13*dl-fx[3+CM14d. fz(3];

R[2][11- -(di._ny[21);

TM0- CM11*dl_fy(2];
TM1- CM12*dl-fy(2];
TM2- dl._nx[2]+TMO;
TM3- dl nzf2]+TM1;
di._nx~lT- C3-TM2-S3*TM3;
d-l_nyfi]- S3*TM2+C3*TM3;
dl-nzfl]J CM11*dl-fxL2]4CMl2*dlfyE3]-dlnyE2];

R~1] [1]- dl-nz(lj;

R(Ojflhm S2*(di._nx(1]-ry2)+C2*(dl_nyfl]+nx2);

void R matrix3(dqR)
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real dq~rrm], R~rru] (nu];

real TMO,TM1,TM2,TM3, TM4,TM5,TM6,TM7,TM8,TM9;
real TMIO,TM11,TM12,TM1J,TM14,TM15;

dl Wxf31V C4*Wz3;
d-I.Wz[3J- S4*Wz3;

TMO- Wz3*dq(3];
dl-dWxf3]- C4*dWz3-S4*TMO;
dl-dWz[3]in C4*TMO+S4*dWz3;

TMO= dWx3*D3;
TMl= Wy3*CM25;
TM2- TM1+TMO;
TM3- dVz3-TM2;
di._dVx(3]= C4*TM3;
dl-dVy[3]- Wy3*CM26-dWz3*D3-dVx3;
dl-dVz(33- S4*TM3;

dI._Wx(4]) C5*dlWx(3].-SS*Wx3;
di. Wz[4]- -(C5*iix3+S5*d..Wx[31);

TMO- dl '_Wxf31*dq[42;
TM1- Wx3*dq[41;
TM2's dWx3+TMO;
TM3- dl dWx[3)-TMI;
di._dWx[Tl= C5*TM3-S5*TM2;

TMO- dl dWz(3)*D4;
TMI dl iz[31*D4;
TM2'. dl_ JxE3]*04;-
TM3- .z4*TM1;
TM4- Wx4 *T.12 ;
TM5= dlWz[31*CM23;
TM6= dlWx(3]*CM24;
TM7- Wy4*TM42;
TM8- Wx3*CM24;
7M9= TM8#TMO;
TMlO- TM3+TM4;
TM11- TM5+TM6;
TMl2= TM7-TM9;
TM13= TMl2+dl-dVx(3];
TM14=. TM1O+TM11;
TM15= dl dVy[3J-TM14;
dl-dVx(4T- S5-TM15+C5*-TM13;
dl -dVyE4]- -(Wy4*TMI+dl dWx[3*D4-4Jx3*Cm231.dl-dvz[3]);
dl-dVzE4I- CS*TM15-SS*TM13;

dl -dvx[51- SE*dl dVy[4]+C6*dl.-dVx[41;
dl-dVy[5]m C6*dl-dVy[4]-S6*dl-dVx[4];

TMO- C6*dlWzf31;
TM1= S6*dl Wx(4];
TM2- C6*dl-Wx(4];
TM3> S6*dlwz(3];
TM4- dl-Wz C31 *dq C51;
TMS' dl - x(41*dq(5];
TM6- dl dWx[4] -TM4;
TM7= dl dWz (3]+TM5;
TM8- TMO+TM1;
TM9- TM2-TM3;

T -0 TM*Z
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TMII1 TM9*Z6;
dl Fx(5]- M6*dJ._dVX(5]+WZ6*TM11+d._WzE41*CM22-.(C6*TM7+S6*TM6)*Z6;
di._Fy[5I- M6*dcU.dVy5+dl.Wz4*CM21(C6*TM6-S6*TM7)*ZE-WzE*TMlO;
dlFzt5]- M6*di.dVz[4+Wy6*TMIO0Wx6*TM11+TM8*CM21-TM9*CM22;

d. nac53- -(Z6*dJ._dVyC5]);
dl-ny[5J= Z6*d3._dVx[5];

R(5lt2]- 0.0;

dl. fx(4]w C6*d.lFxL5]-S6*di.FyL'51;
d. fy(41- S6*di._Fx[5)+C6*dFy[SJ;

dl-nxf41- CG*di.nxL5)-S6*dnyC5];
di. ry(4]- S6*dJ._nx[51+CG*d1_riy[5];

TMOm di._wz(3]*Y4;
TMlm di. WxE31*Y4;
di._Fxf3].- W.y4*TM.(Wx3*C420+di._dwz3I*Y4);
di._FY[31 -(Wz4*TMO+Wx4*TM+dl -_Wz[3]*CM19+d-I.WxfJ]*CM2O);
d. Fzt3]= WY4*TMO+dJ._dWx[31PY4-Wx3*CM19;

dl-fxE3)= dlFx[3)+C5*dl fxI4]-S5*dlFz[5];
di._fyE3l= di_FyC3]+SS*d-l-fxE4]+C5*dl_FzC5J;
di._fz(31= di._FzL31-dl~fyL4];

TMO- AD4*di._Wx[3I;
TM1- CD4*dLI.Wz[3] ;
di._NxC3]- Wy4*TM1+AD)4*dl dWxI3)-Wx3*CM18;
dl_,Iy[3]P Wz4*TM0'x4*TM+di.Wz3CM17-dlWx(3J*CM18;
di. Nz(3]- Wx3*CM17+CD4*d. dWz[3J .Wy4*TMO;

TMO- CM15*di._fy[4l;
TM1= CM2.6*dl-fyt4);
TM2- di._nxE4]-TMO;
di. nxL31= di._Nx[3j+y4*d. dVzC3]4.C5*TM2-S5*TMI;
d._ny[3j= di._N.y3+S5*TM2+C5*TM1;
dl-nz[3]- dlNz(3]1Y4*di._dVxC3]+dl-nyC4]+CMIS*dl_fx(41-CMJ.G*d1_Fz[5D);

R C31 [21 - dl._ny (31;

di._fx[21- C4*di._fx[31+S4*di._fz[3);
di._fyE2l= S4*d.1.fx[31-C4*di._fz[3];

TMO- CM13*di._fyC31;
TM1- CM14*dl_fyC31;
TM2- dl_nxfJJ-TMO;
TM3-. TMI-dl nz[31;
di '.2>7*TM2-S4*TM3;
di._ny(2l- S4*TM2+C4*TM3;
dl-nzi2J- di. nyC3I+CM13wdi-fxE3]+CM14*d. fzf3];

R[21 [2J- -(di._ny[2]);

TM0O. CM11*dl~fyE2J;
TM1= CM12*dl~fy(2];
TM2- CM2*fy3;
TM3- CM11*fy3;
TM4= di._nx[2]+TMO;
TM5- nz3+TM2;
TM6'- di. nz(2]+TM1;
TM7- rx3+TM3;
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TM8- TM2+TM4;
TM9- TM6-TM3;
TMlO'- TM8-TM5;
TMl1- TM9+TM7;
dl -nx(l]- C3*TMIO-S3*TM11;
dl-nyfi]- S3*TM1O+C3*TMl11
dl-nz(l]- -(CM11*fy4-CM12*fx3+dl-ny(2]-(CM11*dl_fxt2]+CM12*dl-fyl3]));

R[1][2]- dl-nz~l];

R[01[21- S2*dl-nx~l]+C2*dl-nyfi);

void R -rmat rix4 (dq, R)
real dq rrun], Rfrnm Erni;

real TMO, TM1, TM2, TM3, TM4, TM5, TM6, TM7, TM8, TM9;
real TMIO,TM11;

dlWX[4]- -(C5'*Jz4);
dlWz[4]- S5*Wz4;

TMO- Wz4*dqE41;
dl-dWxL4].w S5*TMO-C5*dWz4;

TMO= dWx4*D4;
TM1= Wy4*C.M23;
TM2- TMI+TMO;
TM3- TM2+dVz4;
di._dVx[41] -(C5*TM3);
dl -dVyt41- -(Wy4*CM24-dWz4*D4+dVx4-);
dl-dVz[4]1. S5*TM3;

dl dVxL5)s. S6*dl -dVyL4]+C6-di _dvx [4);
dl-dVy5]-. C6*dl-dVyE4J-S6*dl-dVxf4];

TXO - CS*Wx4;
TM1= S6*d. WxE4];
TM2- C6*di.Wx[43;
TM3- S6*Wx4;
7M4- Wx4*dqE5];
TM5- dlwx[4]*dq(51;
TM6- dl dWx(41-TM4;
TM7= dWx4+TIM5;
TM8- TMO+TM1;
TM9- TM2-TM3;
TM1O- TM8*Z6;
TM11- TM9*Z6;
dI -Fx[5lI= M6*dl-dVxES]+WzS*TMl1+dlWzE4)*CM22-(C6*TM7±S6*TM6)*Z6;
dlFyC51- M6*dl-dVyE5]4dl Wz4*CM21-C6*TM6S6*TM7)*Z6-Wz6*T"MIO;
di._Fz(5]- 6*l-dVzf4+Wy6TM10Owx6*TM11+TM8*CM21-TM9*CM22;-

dl-nx(5]- -(Z6*dl dVy[S]);

dl_ny(5]- Z6*dl dVx(5];

R(51(31- 0.0;

dl_fx(4]- C6*dl_-FxCS]-S6*dlE y(51;
dl-fy(41- S6*dlFx(5]+C6*dlFy(5];
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dl._nyf41- S6*d. rxC5]+C6*di-ny[5];

R[4] (3]- -(dl ny[41D;

dl._Fx(3]us -(WY4*CM19+dWx4*Y4);
di. Fzf3]- Wy4.*CM2O-dWz4*Y4;

di._fx[3]- dl._Fx[3]+C5*dl fx[41-S5*dl._Fz(51;
di.-fyf3]- S57d. fx(4]+C5*d._Fz[S];
di. fz(3]a di._Fzf3]-d2._fyL4];

TMO= A4*W.z4;
TM1- CD)4*Wx4;
di._NX[3]- Wy4*T.fl...4*dWz4;
dlNYC3]- Wx4*CM17+Wz4*CM18-(Wz4*TMO+Wx4*TMI);
d.Nz (3]'. Wy4*TMO+CD4*dWx4;

TMO- C,415 t dl-fy(4];
TM1- CMlS*di~fy[4];
TM42= dl-nxr:41-TMO;
di._nx[3]'- dlNuc(31+Y4*dVx4+C5*TM2-S5*TM1;
dl-ny(3]'- dl-Ny(3]+S5*TM2+C5*TM1;
d~l-nz[3]' dli._z(3+Y4jdVz4-(dl_ny(4]+CM1S*dl-fx(4]-CM6,'dl F-z[51);

R[3] [31= di._ny(31;

TMO= d. fx(3]+fz4;
TMl= fx4-di._fz(3];
dl _fx(2]- C4*TMO-~S4*TM1;
dl fy[2]- S4*TMO+C4*TMI;

TMO= CM13*dl_fyl:3];
TM1- CMl 4 * dif yC3.;
TM2- CM14*fy4;
TM3- CMl3*fy4;
TM4- dl nx(3]-TMO;
TM5- nz4Z-TM2;
TM6- dLi nz(3)-TM1;
TM7= nx4-TM3;
TM8= TM42+TM4;
TM9- TM3-TM6;
TM1O- TM8+TM5;
TM1J.- TM94-TM7;
dl-nx(21= C4*TM1O..S4*TM11;
dl-ny[21- S4*TM1O+C4*TMll;
di._nz[21= CM13*fz4-CM14*fx4+dl_nyE3]+CM13*dl-fx(3]+CM14*dlfz[3];

R(21 (31= -(d. ny(21);

TMO= CM11*dl_fy(2];
TM1. CM12*di._fy(2];
TM2- di nx(214TMO;
TM3- dl nz(21+TM1;
dl nx(lT- C3*TM2-S3*TM3;
di._ny(1]- S3*TM2+C3*TM3;
dl-nz~ll- CMl1*di._fx(21+CM12*dl fyC3]-dl_ny[21;

R(1 (IIC3]-= dl-nz C1] ;

R(0131-)' S2*di.nxl+C2*dl-nytll;
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void R matrixS (dq, R)
rea;l dq[nmi], Rfrmm] fimu];

real TMO, T11, TM2,TM3, TM4, TM5, TM6, TM7, Tm8, TM9;

dil-dVx[5]- C6*dVz5;
dl-dVy[51- -.(S6*dVz5);

TMa- S6*Wz5;
TMI1 C6*Wz5;
TM2- Wz5*dq(5];
TM3- TMO*ZG;
TM4- TMl*Z6;
dl-FxC5]- M6*dl-dVx(5]+Wz6*TM4-(Wx5*CM22+(C*TM2+S6*dWz5)*Z6);
dlFyf5)- M6*dl dVy[5]..(Wz6*TM3+Wx5*CM21+(C6*dWz5-S6*TM2)*Z6);
di._Fz (5] Wy6*TM3Wx6*TM4+TM*CM21.TM1*CM'22-M6*dVx5;

dl-aixfSJ- -(Z6*dl -dVyES]D;
di._ny(5]= Z6'di. dvx[5];

R[5] [4]- 0.0;

di._fx(4]= CS*dlFx[5)-S6*i._Fy(S);
d._fy[4)- S6*dJ._Fx[S)+C6*di._Fy[5);

di._nx(41- C6*di._nx(5]-S6*d._nyC5];
di._nyf4]- SG*di._nx[S]+C6*dl-ny[5];

R[41 [4]- -(dl_ny(4]);

-TMO -dl._fxf4)-Fz6;
TMl- dl._FzC5]+fxS;
di._fx[3]-'CS*TMO-S5-TMl;
di._fy[3]- SS*TMO+CS*TMI;

TMO- CMl5*dl-fy[4];
TM1- CMl6*dl_fy[41;
TM2- CMl6*fy5;
TM3- CM15*fy5;
TM4- dl._nx[411-TMO;
TM5- nx5-TM3;.
IM6- TM3+TMl;
TM7- TM2+TM4;
TM8- TM7-TM2;
TM9- TM6+TM5;
di._nxE3J= CS*TM8-S5*TM9;
di._ny'L3]- S5*TMB+C5*TM9;
di._nz(3]- CM16*fx5+CM15*Fz-(d_rnyE4]+CM15*dl-fx41.CM16*dl_'z(5]);

R(C3] (4] - di._ny C 31;

dl-fx[2]= C4*dl -_fx[3]-S4*dl -_fy[4];
di._fy[21- S4*di._fx(3]+C4*di._fy(4];

TMO- CM13*dl_fy(3];
TM1- CM14*dl.-fyL2];
TM2- dl nx[3-TMO;
TM>- TM17-d. nz(31;
dl-ax(21- C4*TM2-S4*TM3;
di._ny(2]- S4*TM2+C4*TM3;
dl_nz(2]- dlny3]+CM13*d. fxf3J-CM14*dlfy[4);
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TMO- CM11*dJ._fy[2];
TiM1 CM12*dl_fyE21;
TM2- di._nx(2]+TMO;
TM3- di._nzt21+TMl;
d. rxti]- C3*TIM2-S3*TM3;
dinyti]- S3*TM2+C3*TM3;
dlriz(ll- CM11*dl-fx1+CM12*dl fy(3]-di._ny[2J;

R(l]11-i dl-nzfl];

R(0]f4]- S2*di._nx~l]+C2*di._nyfl];

voi.d R -matrix6 (dq, R)
real dq(=uj, Rfriu nmm];

real TMO,TMI,TM2,TM3;

dI._ Fx[5]- M6*dVy6+Wz6*CM42l-dWx6*Z6;
di._FYC51- -(M6*dVx6+Wz6*CM22+dWy6*Z6);

dl-nx51 ZE*dVx6;

dl-ny[51- Z6*dVy6;

R[5] [51- 0.0;

TMO. d. -Fxf5)-FyE;
TM1- dIlFyCS]+Fx6;
dLI.fx[4)= C6*TMO-S6*TM41;
di. fyf41= S6*TMO+C6*TM1;

TMO= dI._ nx[Sj-ny6;
TM1= dl._nyf5]+nx6;
di._nx[4]- C6*TM0-S6*Tml;
di._nyE4J- S6*TMO+C6*TMI;

R[4][51- -(dl_ny[4]);

dl -fxE3J= C5*d.3.fx[4J;
di._fyf3h SS*d2._fx[4];

TMO= C-4l5kdi._fyE4];
TMI= C,416*di._fy[41;
T.12-. dl -ix[41-TMO;
dl._nxC3T- C5*TM2-SS*TMl;
di._ny[3]- S5*TM2+CS*TM1;
di._nz[31= -(d._ny(4jCM15*dl-fx[4l);

R(3][t5- dl-ny(3];

di._tx(21 C4*di._fxt31-S4*dl-fy[41;
dl-fyf21l S4*di._fx[3]+C4*dl_fy(41;

TMO- CM13*dl _fy[3J;
TM1- CM14*dl_fy(31;
TM2'. dl._nx(3]-TMO;
TM3- TM1-dl-nz(3];
di._nx(21L C4*TM2-S4*TM3;
di._nyC21- S4*TM2+C4*TM3;
dl_nz(21- dlnyf3]+CM13*dl fxf3]-CM14*dlfy(4]:
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R[2]E51- -(dli~nyE2]);

TMO- CMII*di._fy(2];
TM1m CM12*dJ._fy[2];
TM2- dI -nxf2]+TMO;
TM3- dl nz(2]+TM1;
dI._nx(1]- C3*TM2-S3*TM3;
dl rnyt1]- S3*TM2+C3*TM3;
dl-nzflJ- CMl1*l'd.fxf2)+CM12*dl1fy[31-dlnyE2J;

R~l] [51- dl-nzflj;

R[03[53- S2*dl-nxtl]4C2*dl-ny~l);

void Q -matrixl(dq,OQ)
real dq~rmn1, Q~nim] (mm];

real TMO,TM1,TM2,TM3,TM4, TM5, TM6,TM7, TM8,TM9;
real TMlO,TMl1,TM12,TM13,TM14, TM15;

dl-dWxfll= C2*dq(12;
dl-dWyflJ- -(S2*dqtlj);

dlWx[1) S3*C2+C3*S2;
dl WzE2]= C3*C2-S3*S2;

TMO- S2*diqE2J;
TM1- C2*dq(21;
TM2- dl-dWyfll-TMO;
TM3- dl dwxfl]+TMI;
dl-dWx(2!]- S3*TM2+C3-TM3;
dl-dWz[21- C3*TM2-S3*TM3;

TMO.' C2*A2;
TM1- Wx2*TMO;
TM2- S2*CM27;
TM3- Wy2*TMO;
TM4- C2*CM27;
TM5- TMI+TM2;
TM6- TM3+TM4;
dl dVxf2J- S3*TM5-C3*TM6;
dl._dvyE2]- di._dWy(l]*A2-S2-dq[1J*A2;
di._dVzf2]'. C3*TM5+~S3-TM6;

di. WxE31= C4*dl -Wx[2];
dl-WzI3]- S4*dl-Wxf2];

TMO'- dI._wx[21*dq[33;
dI -dWx(E3]- C4*dl dWx(2]-S4*TMO;
cU-dWz(31= C4*TMO0+S4*dl-dWx(2];

TMOrn di._dWz[2]*D3;
TM1'- dlWzt2)*03;
TM2- dlWx(21*D3;
TM3- Wy3 *TM2;
TM4- Wz3*TM1:
TM5- Wx3*TM2;
TM6- d~lwzE21*CM25;
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TM8- TMO-TM3;
TM9- TM8+dl-dVXf2];
TM1O- T?44+TM5;
TM11- TM6+TM7;
TM12- TM1O+TM11;
TM13- TM12+dl-dVy[2);
di._dVxt3]in S4*TM13+C4*TM9;
d-1 _dVy[3]= dl.dVz[2>i(Wy3*TM1+dl-dWxf2J*D3);
di._dVz(3am S47TM9-C4-TM13;-

di._Wx[4]. SS*dlWzf21+CS*dl -Wxf3);
di._Wz(4]- CS*di._Wz[2]-S5*dJ._Wxf3J;

TMO= dlWx(3]*dqf4],
TM1= dl -_Wz(21*dq[4);
TM2- dl d*1z[21-TMO;
TM3- dl._dWx(3]+TM1;
dl-dWxf4]- S5*TM2+C5*TM3;

TMO= dl._dWz[3]*04;
TMl= dl WzE3]*D4;
TM2- d. Wx[31*D4;
TM3- W'z4*TM1;
TM4- Wx4*TM2;
TM5- dl. WzC31 *C.12 3;
T.ME= dl. 'xfiJ*CM24;
TM7=t Wy4 *TM2;
TM8= dl Wzf2J*CM24;
TM9- TM118-TMO;
TMlO= TM3+TM4;
TM11= TMS+TM6;
TM12- TM7+TM9;
TM13- TM1 2 +dJ.dVx C]3
TM14= TM1O+TM11;.
TM15= di. dVy[3]-TM14;
di._dVxf4Il= S5*TM15+C5*TM13;
dl -dVy[4J- -(Wy4*TMI+dl_-WzE2J*C.M423+dl-dWx[3]*D4+d._dVz[3J);
di._dVzE4]= C5*TM15-S5*TM13;

dl _dVx[5]w S6*d. dVy[41+C6*d._dVxC4];
di._dVyt51- CG*dl_dVy[4)-S6*dl_dVx[41;

TMO- C6*dlWz[3J;
TM1- S6*d-i.WxE4];
TM2- C6*dI. WxC41 ;I

TM3- SG*dlWz[3];
TM4- di._Wz(31*dq[5];
TM5- di._ WxE41*dq(5];
TM6- di._dWx[4II-TM4;
TM7- dl dWzC3]+TM5;
TM8- TMAO+TM1;
TM9-m TM2-TM3;
TM1O= TM8*Z6;
TMII- TM9*Z6;
dl-_Fx[5J- M6*dl-dVxE5]+Wz6*TM11+dlWzE4]*CM22>(C6*TM7+S6*TM6)*,Z6;
d._Fy(5]1. MS*dl dvy[54di._wzf41*Cm2l-(C6*TN46-S6*TM7)*Z6-Wz6*TMIO;
di._Fz(5]- M6*dl-dVzI4]+WyE *TM1O-Wx6*TM11+TM8*CM21-TM9*CM22;

di._nx(51- -(Z6*dl-dVy[51l;
di._nyf5]-. ZG*dl-dVx(5];

QCSIEoIm 0.0;

dl-fxE4]- C6*dlFxC5]-S6*dlFy[5];
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di._fy[4J- S6*di._Fx(5)+C6*dl._FyC51;

di._nix[41- C6*dl-nxf5]-S6*d._nyf5];

di._ny[4]- S6*d.J.nx51+C6*dl-ny[5);

Q[4J E01- -(d. ny[4]);

TMO= dl Wz[3]*Y4;
TM1= dlWx[3]*Y4;
dl_Fxi3T Wy4*TM1+dl ._WzE2*CM2dl. dWzE3]*Y4;
di._Fvf3]- -(Wz4*TMO+Wx4*TM1+di._Wz[5]*Cml9+1J x31*CM2)
di._Fz[3]' Wy4*TMO+dli.Wzf2J*CMl9 +dJ._dWxE3J*Y4;

di._ fx[3]- di._Fx[3]+C5*di._fx[4J-S5*d._FzC5);
di._fyC3l- di._FyC3I+S5*di._fx(4]+C5*d._Fz(5];
dl-fzC3]= dlFz(31-dl_fyC4];

TMO- A4*d._WxE3];
TMl= CD4*d._Wzf31;
di._Nxi3]- Wy4*TM14dl_-Wz[2]*CM18+A.D4*dl -dWx[3];
dI._ NyE3)= Wz4*TMO-Wx4*TM+dl-wz[3J,1CMl7-diWxC32*CMl8;
di._Nzf3] CD)4*dl dWzi3]-di._WzC2]*CM1'7-Wy4*TMO;

TMO= CM15*di._fy(4];
TMl- CM16*di._fyE41;
7.M2= di. nx[41-TMO;
dI._ nx[3T di._Nx[3I+Y4*d. dVzE3)+CS*TM2-S5*Tml;
di._ny[3] di._NyE3J+S5*TM2+CS*TM1;
di._nz[31 di._Nz[31-(Y4*di._dVx[3J+d._r,.'4j+C.%l5*d fx,.41-CM16*tdI_F-zrL5-,);

Q C31 [O0) d._riy [3);

di._ fx(21- C4*di._fxC3]+S4*d._fz 3];

di._fy[21) S4*di._fx[3]-C4*d. fz[3j;

TMO= C.M13*di._fy(~3J;
TMl= C1114*di._fy(31;
TM2- di._nx[3J-TMO;
TM3= TMI-dI._nz[31;
dI nx[2]= C4*TM2-S4*TM3;
di._nyC21- S4*TM2+C4*TMJ3;
dil.nz[2J= di._ny(3J+CM13*di._fx[3]#CM14*dl _fz(31;

Q(21[01- -(dl._nyC2]);

TMO- CM11*di._fyE2l;
TM1- CMl2*di._fyC2l;
TM2- di._nx[2]+TMO;
TM3- dl nzC2]+TM1;
dl._nx~lT C3*TM2-S3*TXJ3;
di._rnyf1]- S3*TM2+C3,~TM3;
di._nz~ll= C.Mll*d. fx(2]+CM1.2*di._fy(31-d. nyC2l;

Q(i:Ol- dl-nz~l];

Q(01[01= RDl+S2*dl-nx(l]4C2*di~ny(Ij;

void Q_rnatrix2(dq,Q)
real dq(rmm], Q~mn]rml;
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real TMO,TMI,TM2,'rm3,TM4,TM5, TM6,TM7, TM8;

di._dWxfl]- C2*dqEO];
dl-dWy~l]- -(S2*dq[0QD;

dl-dWxL'21- S3*dl._dWy~l]+C3*tdldWx~l];
di._dWzf2)- C3*dJ._dWyil]-S3*dl_dWx~l];

,~MO- dqfl)*A2;
TM1- 2.O*TMO;
d~l-dVxf2]'- -(C3*TMI);
dl-dvyE21- A2*(dJ._dWyEl]-Wx2);
dl-dVz(2]- S3*TMI;

TMO- dl -dwxf2]-dq[3];
dl-dWx(3]- C4*TMO;
dl-dWz[31- S4*TMO;

TMO- dl dwz[2l*D3;
TM1m Cb26+TMO;
TM2- TM1+d1 dVx[2];
dl-dVx[3J] 54*dl-dVy(2]4C4*TM2:
dl_dvyf31= CM25-dl-dWx[21*D3+dl-dvz[2J;
d~l-dVzE3]- S4*TM2-C4*dl-dVyC21;

di._Wx[41' -(C.40);
dlWz[4]J S5*S4;

TMO= di -_dwz(21+CM1(;
dl-dWx[41= S5*TMO+C5*dl dWxlr3l;

TMO- dl dWz(31*D4;
TM1- Cm32+TMO;
TM2- dl._cVx[3)-TZ41;
TM3- C:435+ldvy C3 ];
d-l-dVx[41- SS*TM3+C5*TM2;
dl -dVy[41- -(Wy4*CM8+dl-dWx(3ItD4-d._dVzL3fl;
dl dVz[4]- C5*'TN3-S5*TM2;

dl -dVxI51- S6*dl -dVyE4I4+C6*dl_dVx[4];
dldVyf5]= C6wdi._dVy[4]-S*2U.dVxr47;

THO- C6*CMO;
TM1- SE'CMO;
TM2= CMO*dq[51;
TM3- TM2-d!-dWz~l1);
TM4- d.1-dWx[4]-CM7;
TM5- C6 *TMO 0;

TME- TMI-CM5;
TM7- TM5*Z6;
TM8- TM6*Z6;
dlFxr:5] M6*dl dVx(51*dlWzC41*C.M22+(C6*TM3-S6*TM4)*Z6-Wz6wTM7;
dlFyC5I- M6*dl-dVy[51+Wz6*'TM8d Wz'4!CM2-(S6*T3+C6TM4)*Z6;

di._Fz[S o. MS*dl-dVz[4IWx6TM7-Wy1M5CM2-TM6Cm2.;

cL' nx[5]'m -(Z6*dl-dVy,51);
dl_ny(51- Z6E'ldJvx(51;

sf5] 0.0;

dl-fxf41l C6*dlEx[51-S6*dilFy[5SV

dl-fyf41- S6*d. Fx[5]+C6*d.Fy[5);

lruc(41- C6*c nx(5-S6*dlny(5];
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di. ny[41- S6*kd~I._rc5j+C6*di._rny[5];

di. Fx[3I' -(Wy4*CM4+di._dwz[3]*Y4);
di.FY[31 Wx4*CM4-Wz4*CM3+S4*CM2..C4*CM19;
di. Fzf3J- Wy4*CM23+dJ._dWx[3]*Y4;

d._fx(3]- di._Fx[3]+C5*di._fxI4]-S5*di._FzE5J;
dl._fyC31l. dl-FyC3l+S5*dlt_fxC4]+C5*dl-FzC53;
di._fzf3J= di._Fz[31 -d. fy[4J;

di. Nx(3]- WY4*CM2+AD4*d._dwx[3);
dl-Ny[3]- C4*CM17+S4*CM18-(Wz4*CM1+Wx4*CM2);
di._Nzf31= Wy4*CM1+CD4*dl dwz[3];

TMO- CM15*dl-fy(4l;
TM1. CM16*di-fyE4];
TM2- dI. nzE4]-TMO;
di _nxf3T- di._rxf3+Y4*di-dvz[3J+C5*TM2-S5*TM1;
di._ny[3]- di.Ny[3]+S5*TM2+C5*TMJ.;
d._nz[3]- di._Nz[3]-(Y4*d. dVxE3J+d.2.nyE4J4CMl5*dl fxC41-C,'l6*d1 _FzEr5]l;

Q (31 [11> di. ny C3I ;

di._fx[2J- C4*di._fx[3J+S4*dl-fzE3J;
ii_fy[2]- S4*di._fx(3]-C4*d. fz(31;

TMO= CM13*di._fyt31;
TMl. aMl4*cU -_fy[3];
TM2- di._nx[3)-TMO;
TM3- TM1-di._nz[31;
di._nx(2]- C4*TM27~S4*TM3;
di._ny[2]= S4*TM2+C4*TM3;
di._nzC2)= d. nyf3]+CM13*d. fxE3]+CM14*d._fzt3);

Q(21[t1]= -(d. ry[21)

TMO= CM1l*di-fy[21;
IIM1 C,412*di._fyf2l;
TM2- di._nx[2J+TMO;
TM3- dI._nz[2]+TM1;
ci nxVLJ- C3*TM2-S3*TM3;
dl._ny(I.j- S3*TM2i+C3*TM3;
d._nz~ll- C.M11*d. fxf2)i C.412wdifyL'3)-d. :,y[.2j;

QCJCl]' S2*di._nx~l]+C2*dI_nyl];

vcid Q-ma trix3(dq,Q)
real dq [tmn] , Q [mm) [rrun]

real TMO,TM1,TM2,TM3,TM4,TM5,TM6,TM7, TM8;

di._dWx[23'. C3*Wy2-S3*wx2;
d. dWz(2]'. -(C3*wx2+S3*Wy2);

TMO'. dl -dWx C21 -dq C31;
+iiwti. -A-rA
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di._dWzf3]- S4*TMO;

TMO.' dl._dWzt23*D3;
Tm1= cM26+Trmo;
d._dVx[31- C4*TMI;
dl -_dvy[3J CM25-dl -dWx[2)*D3;
di._dVz[31m S4*TM1;-

di._Wzf4]- S5*S4;

TMO- dl dWz(23+CMIO;
di._dWxf4in- S5*TMO+C5*d._dwxf3];

TMO= dl._dWz[3J*D4;
TM1= cm32+TMO;
TM2- dl._dVxL3]-TMI;
TM3- C:435+d dvy[3];
dl dVx[4)1. SE*TM34.C5*TM2;
dl _dVyf4lm. -(Wy4*CM8+dl -dwx[31*D4+d1_dVz[3J);
di._dVz[43- CS*TM3-S5*TM2;

dli._dVx[51' S6*dI -dVy(4]+C6*d.1_dVx[4];
(idVy[5l= C6-dildVy[41-S6*d1_dVx[4J;

TMO= C6*CMO;
TM1= S6*CMO;
T142- CM0*dq(5];
TM3= TM2-di._dWz[3];
TM4- dl._dWxC4]-CM7;
TM5= CM6+TMO;
TM6- TM1-CMS;
TM7- TM5*Z6;
TM8- TM6*ZS;
dl -FXC5]- M6*di._dVxC5I+d._ *C2+C6?I3-6T4)Z-z6T7
dlFy[51- M6*di._ dVy[5J+wz6*r18+d._tWz[4J*CM2.-(S6*.m3+CE*TM4),~z6;
di. Fz[51= M6*d. dVz[4]4+Wx6*M7-Wy6*TM8+TM5wCM22-TM6*CM21.

dli.nx(51- -(Z6*di._dVy(511;
dl-ny(51- Z6*di._dVx(51;

0[5](2]- 0.0;

dl -fx[4iJ= C6*'dl Fx[5J-S6*dl_-FyCS];
dl-fyE41= S6*dJ._Fxc51+C6*dlFy[51;

dl -nx[4]= C6*dl nx(5]-S6*dl_ny[5];
dl._ny(41- SE'di._nx(51+CG*dl._nyC5];

Q[41[2)- -(di._nyf4J);

dli._FxE3]- (Wy4*CM4+dl_dWzE3]*Y4);
dl_FyV3]- Wx4*CM4-Wz4*CM3+S4*CM20-C4*CM419;
di._FzE3]- Wy4*CM3+dl-dWxE3]*Y4;

di._fx[3J- dl_-FxCJJ4C5*dl fxf4J-S5*di._Fz[5);
dlfyC31l dl_FyC314S5*dl fxC41+C5*dlFz(51;
di._fz[3]- dlFz(31-dl_fyT4];-

dl -_Nxf3]- Wy4*CM2+AD4*dl dWx[3];
diE'JYC31- C4*CM17+S4*CMl8-(Wz4-CMI+Wx4tCM2);
dl._Nz[31- Wy4*CMI+.CD4*dl dWzLJI;

TMO- CM15*di._fy(4);
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TM1- CM16*dl_fy[4];
TM2. dl nx(4] -Txi3;
dl -nx[3]- dlNx(C]+Y4*dl dVzf3]- C5*TM2-S5*TMI;
di._ry(3]- dlNy3+SS*T2+C5*rTMJ;
dl-nzt3]- di. NzC3)-(Y4*dl-dVx[3)+dlny4+CM5*d. fx[4]-CMl 6*dl FzC5]);

Q13Jf21- di._ny[3];

dl_fxl:2]= C4*dl fx(31+S4*dl_fz[3];
di._fy[2l= S4*di._fx[3)-C4*di._fz[3J;

TMO - CM1 3 * dify[C31 ;
TM1- CM14*di._fy(3J;
TM2'. dl nx(3J-TMO;
TM3- TM41-di._nz(3];
dl. nxf2]- C4*TM2-S4*TM3;
dl nyf2J- S4*TM2+C4*TM3;
di._nz(2]- dl_nyE31+C13*d. fxC3J+CM14*dl fz [3];

Q[2](21- RD3-di._nyf2];

TMO- CM11*dl-fyE2];
TIN1= aM12*d1.-fy(2];
TM2- dl nx[2]+TMO;
TM3- dl nz[2]+TM1;
d._nxflT] C3*TM2-S3*TM3;
di. ryfl]- S3*TM2+C3*TM3;

_lnzll] C.4l1*dl-fxt2]+C.M12*dJ_fy[3]-dl~ny[2);

Q[1l[)- dl-rizflJ;

QEG] [21- S2*di._nx~l]+C2*dl-fly lij;

void Q -matrix4(dq,Q)
real dq~rmm], Q~rru] Erur];

real TMO,TMl,TM2,TM3,TM4,TM5;

d._dWx[3]'. C4*Wy3-S4*wx3;
dl-dWz:3]' C4*Wx3+S4*Wy3;

TMO- dl -dWxf3]+dq(4];
dl-dWx[4]- CS*TMO;

TMO- d._dWz[31*D4;
TMl- CIM2-TMO;
dI. dVx[4]- C5*TMl;
d-1 _dvy(4]in -(CM23+dI.-dWx[3J*D4);
di._dVz[41J -(S5*TM1);

dl-dVx[5]- S6*dl -dVy(4]+C6*dl_dVx(41;
dl-dVY[5'- C6*d. dVy[4]-S6*dl-dVx[4l;

TMO- S6*S5;
TM1- C6*S5;
TM2'. S5*dq[5];
TM3- TMO*Z6;
TM4- TM1*Z6;
TM5- dl dWz[3]+TM2;

d fS- M*d *V *jWCCA Ara
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dl -Fy(51= M6*dl -dVyC5]+C5*CM21-(C6*dl dWx4-S6*TM5)*Z6-wz6*Tm3;

di._Fz(51- ME*dldVzC4]+WyE*TM3-WxE*TM44TM0*CM21-TMI*CM22;

d2i._nx[51- -(Z6*d..dVy[5J);

di._ny(3]a. Z-6*di._dVx[5J;

Q(5] (3]- 0.0;

dl_fx(4ll- C6*dlFx(51-S6*dlE'yC51;
dl-fyf4]- S6*di.Fx[51+C6*dl-Fy[5];

di._nx(4]- C6*dJ.nx[5]-S6*dl-nyt5];
dl_nyf4]- S6*dJ.nX(5]+C6*dl-nyE5];

Q(4]11- -(dlUriy(4]);

di._Fx[31= CM2O-dl -dWz[3)*Y4;
dl_Fz[3]= C.M19+dl-dWx(3)*Y4;

di._fxf3]- dlFx[3]+C5*dl-fx[4)-S5*dlFz[5];
dl-fyC31= S5*di._fx[4]+C5*dlFz(5J;
dl-fz[31= di.FzE3]-dlfyC4];

di._N~x[3)- CMI8+AD4*di._dwx[3J;
dl_,Nzf3]= C:94*dl-dWzE3]-CM17;

TMO= CM15*dl-fyE41;
TM1- CM16*dI_fyE4];
TM2- dl nx (4 ]-TrlQ
di._nxf3]= dLI.NxC31#C5StTM2-SS*TM1;
di._ny[31- SS*TM2+C5*TM1;
dl._nzC3]= dlNzE3]-(dl-ny4+CM15*dl-fx[4-CM16*dJ._Fz[5D);

Q(3] (3]- RD4+dl-ny[3];

di._fx[2j1- C4*di._fx[31+S4*di._ fz[31;

di._fy[2]= S4,,a.-.fx[3]-C4*dl-fz[3);

TMO= UM13*dl-fyC3];
TM1= CM14*di._fyEJ];
TM2= dl._nx[31-TMO;
TM3= T1-di(:Unz[3];
d._nx[2]- Ci*TM2-S4*TM3;
d._ny[2]- S4*TM2+C4*TM3;
dl-nzE21= dlny[3]+CM13*dl-fx[3]+CMl4wdl fz(3];

TMO- CMII~dJ._fyL21;
TMI- C.M12*di.-fy[21;
TM2- dl _rx[21+TMO;
TM3- dl nz(2J4TM1;
di._ uc!1] C3*TM2-S3*TM3;
dl-ny~lJ- S3*TM2+C3*TM3;
dl_nz(ljJ- CMII*dI_fx[2]+CM2*i. fy13]-dl._y(2];

Qfl)f3]-dl-nzl;

0[01[(31 S2*dl-rnx(l]+C2*dl-nyri];

void Q-matrix5(dq,r'
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real dq~rmln, !2rn (nun]

real TMO,TM1,TM2,TM3;

dl-dWx(4]- C5*Wy4-SS*Wx4;

TMO- SS*Z6;
TM].- C6*Z6;
TM2- di. dWx[41-dq[5];
d.1E'x[5]- -(Wz6*TM0+S6*TM2*Z6);
dl-Fyt51- -(Wz6*TMI+C6*TM2*Z6);
di._Fz[51- Wx6*TMQ+wy6*TMI+S6*CM22+C6*CM21;

Q[5](4]- 0.0;

di. fxf4]- CG*dclFx[5]-S6*dlFyf5];
di. fy[4]- S6*di._Fx[S]+C6*dI._Fy[51;

Q[4] (4]- RD5;

dii.fx[3)- C5*di._fx[4]-S5*d._Fz(53;

d.Ify(3]- SS*di._fx(41+C5*dlFz[5];

TMO= C.M16*dli_fy(41;
TMI= C.I15*dl._fy[4];
di._nx(3]= -(C5*TM1+SS*TM0);
di. ny[3)- C5*TMO-S5*TM1;
dlnz(31= CM16*d._FzC5).-CM15*dJ._fxf41;

Q(31 [41- d~l_ny(3];

di._fx(2]- C4*di._fxf3]-S4*dl-fy(4];
di._fy(2]- S4*di._fx[3]+C4*dl..fy[4);

TMO= CM13*di._fy[3];
TM].- CM14*di._fy[3];
TM2- dl nx[31-TMO;
Tm3= Tml-di._nz(3];
di._nx[2]= C4*TM2-S4*TM3;
di._ny(2]'. S4*TM2+C4*TM3;
di._nz[21- cU_ny[31+C-M13*di fx1:31-CM14*dJ._fy[41;

TMO- Cmll*di._fy(21;
TM].- CM12*di._fy[21;
TM2'. di._nx[2]+TMO;
TM3- dl._nz(2J+TM1;
di._nx(1]'- C3*TM2-S3*TM3;
di._nyfi]- S3*TM2+C3*TM3;
di._nz(l]- CM1I.*dl fx(21+CM12*dl_fy(3]-dlny[21;

Q(11[41- di_nz~lj;

Q[01[4]- S2*di._nx(l]+C2*dl_ny(l];

void Q -rnatrix6(dq,Q)
real dq(mi], Q(nn] (nun];
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real TMO,TM1,TM2,TM3;

dl._ Fxf5]- CM22-(C6*Wx5+S6*wy5)*Z6;

di._Fy[5J- CM22.-(C6*Wy5-S6*Wx5)*Z6;

Q(51 t51- RD6;

di._fx(41- C6*dlFx(5)-S6*d._Fy[5];

di._fy[41- S6*dl-Fxf5]+C6*dlFy(5];

Q(43[5)- 0.0;

di._fx(3]- C5*dl -fx[41;
di._fy[3)- S5*di._fx[4);

TMO- C.M16*dlfy[4];
TM1- CM15*di._fy[41;
dl nxt31- -(CS*TM1+SS*TMO);
dl._ry[31- CS*TMO-S5*TM1;
ii.nzC3]- -(CM15*di~fxC41)

Q[31[51- dlnyt31;

di._fx[21m C4*dLI -fx[31-S4*dJ._fy[4);
di._fy[21- S4*di._fx[3)+C4*di._fyE4J;

TMO= CM13*di._fyf3];
TMl- CM14*di._fyE3];
TM2= dl._nxC31-TMO;
TM3= TM1-dJ._nz[3];
dl._nx[21- CT*TM2.-S4*TM3;
di._nyf2]- S4*TM2+C4*TM3;
cLI.n z C21- di._ny (3J+CM1 3 *dlf fx 3 -CMl 4rdl_f y 4J

Q[21(511- -(d. ny[2l);

TMO= CM1J.~d2_fyL21;
TM1= CM12*di._fy[21;
TM2= dl nx[23+TMO;
TM3- dl nz[2]+TM1;
d._nxflT= C3*7;-2-S3*TM3;
dl-ny[11- S3*TM2#C3*TM3;
dl._nz~l]= CM11.*dl._fxE2]+CM12*dl fy[3]-dl_nyC2);

Q~l C 1 5 1 =dl._nz (IJI

Q[01[51- S2*d.nxfll+C2*dl-nytll;

void P matrixl(P)
real P ErrmnJ (rm];

real TMO,TM1,TM2,TM3;

d. dWx[2]. S3*C2+C3*S2:
di._dWz[21] C3*C2-S3*S2;

di._dVyf21h C2*A2;

dl-dWx[3a- C4*di dWx(2J;
di._dWz[31m S4*dl-dWxf2];
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TMO- d-I.dWz[2]*D3;
di._dVxE5l- S4*dl-dVy[2]+C4*TMO;
di._dVyC3]) -(dl dWx[2]*D3);
dl-dVzf3]- S4*TMiO-C4*dl-dVy[21;

dl-dWx(4]in S5*dJ._dWzf2]+C5*dl-dWx[3J;

TMO- dl-dWzC3]*D4;
TMI= dl dVx[3J-TMO,
dl -dVx(41' SS*dl dVyf31+C5*TMI;
di.dVy[41h -(di._dWx[31*D4+di._dVz[31l;
dl-dVz[4')- C5*d.dVy(3J-SS*TM1;

dli._dVx[5]- S6*dl dVy[4]+C6*dl-dVx(4J;
dl-dVY[5]- C6*di-dVy[4]-S6*d._dVxC4];

dl -FX[5]- M6*di._dVxE5]-(C*i.dWzE3]+S6*d. dWx[4])*Z6;
di._Fy(5]- M6*dl-dVy(51-C6*dl-dWxt4)-S6*dl dWz[31)*Z6;
di._Fzf5)- M6*di._dVz(4];

di._ nx[1] -(Z6*d._dVy[5]);
dl-ny[51J Z6*did x[5J;

Pf5) 0O] 0.0;

dl -fx[4]- C6*di._Fx[51-S6*dlFy[51;

dl-fy[4]- S6*di._FxI5J+CS*dlFy[5J;

dl _nx[41- C6*di._ nxE51-S6*d. ny[5];
di._ny(4]- S6*dl-nx[5]+CE*d._nyE5];

P[41[E01- -(d. nyE4]);

di._Fx[3J- -(di._ dWz[3l*Y4);
di._FzE3]- dl-dwx[3l*Y4;

dl fx[3J- di.Fx(31+CS*dl fxE4]-SS*dl-Fz(5];
dl fyE3J- S57dl fxE4)+C5*dlFz(51;
di._fz[3J- di.FzT3)-d fy[4J;

dl._Nx[31- A4*d._dWx[3J;
dlNzC3]- CD4*dJ._dWz[3];

TMO= CMl5*di._fy[41;
7M1=- CM1E6*di-f y (4l
TM2- dl-nx[41-TMO;
dl-nxf3l- dlNxE3]+Y4*d._dVzC3]1.C5*TM2-S5*TIml;
d._nyV3J.. SS*TM2+C5*TM1;
dl-nz(31- dlI14z(3]-(Y4*dl-dVxE3]+JJ._ny(4]+CM15*dl fx(4]-CM16*dlFz[5fl;

P(3] £01 di._ny(3J;

dl-fxE2]- C4*di._fx[3]+S4*dl-fz[3];
di.fy[2h- S4*dl-fx[3]-C4*dl fzf3J;

TMO0- CZ13*dl-fy[3];
TM1- CM14*dl-fyE3];
TM2- dilnx[31-TMO;
TM3- TM1-dl nz(3];
dl-nxC2]m C4*TM2-S4*TM3;
dl_ny(2]'. S4*TM2+C4*TM3;
d._nzf21- dl_ny(31+CM13*d. fxf3I+CM14*dl-fz[3];
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P (21 [0] -(dl ny (21);

TMO- Ml1*dl-fy[2l;
Till- cM12*di-fy (2)
TM22. d. nx[2]+TMO;
TM3- di.nz[2]4-TMI;
d._nx[IT- C3*TM2..S3*TM3;
dl-nyfi)- S3*TM2+C3*TM3;
di._nz~l]- CMll*d. fxE2]+CM12*d. fyC3]-di._ny[2];

P(11 [0]- di._nz[l];

2CO(0](0- IA14S2*dlrnx(1]+C2*d.ny(l];

void P matrix2(P)
rea~l P (umil(mm];

real TM0,T.M1,TM2,TM3;

dI._dVx[3]- C4*C.Mll;
di._dVz[3]- S4*C-Mll;

di._dWx[4)= -(CMO);

TMO0 dl dVx[31-CM8;
d._dVx[41= S5*CM12+CS*TMO;
di._dVy[4]- CM9-d. -dVz[3);
di._dVz(4]- C5*cMlf-S5*TMO;

dl -dVx[51- S6*dl -dVy[41+ 'C6*dl d~he(41;
dl._dVy(5]- C6*di-dVyC4]-s6*d~VxE4];

di1._Fx[51- M6*di._dVx[5J+(S6*CMO-CM5)*Z6;
di._Fy[51- M6*dl -_dVy[5]+(CM6+C6*CM0)I~Z6;
di._Fzf5)= M6*dl-dVz[4];

dl -_nxESIJ= -(Z6*dl-dVyCSl);

di._nyf5l- Z6*di._dVx(5];

p2(51 [11- 0. 0;

dI. -fx[41- C6*dl._Fx[5J-S6*dl-.F-y5];
di.fy[4,> S6*di._Fx(5]+C6*dlFy[S];

dl -nxE41- C6*di._nxE51-S6*dli.ny(5];
dLi.ny C41 - S 6*dl-nx (5 ]+C 6*dl_ny (5)

P(4J11- -(dl-ny(41);

d-I.Fx[31- -(CM3);
di._Fzf31= -(CM4);

dl_fx(3]- CS*dl._-fx(4]-S5*di._ Fz(5]-CM3;
di._fyf31- S5*di._fxE41+C5*di._Fz(5];
di._fz(31- -(CM4+di._fy(4]);

di._Nx(3]- -(Gill);

TMO' CMl5*dl_fyt4];
TM1- CMlbdl_fy(4];
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TM2- dl_nx(41-TMO;
dl-rxx(3]- Y4*di _dVz(3]+C5*TM2-S5*TMl-Cm1;
di._ny[3J- S5*TM2+C5*TM1;
dl._xzC3U.. C42-(Y4*d._dVxC33+dl_nyC4]+C 415*dl-fxt41-C~il6*dl Fzt51);

P(31 C13- dl_rxy[3l;

di._fx[21l C4*di. fxf3]+S4*dJ.fz[3];

TMO. CMl3*di~fy[3];
TMl- CM4*dl-fy[31;
TM2'm di._rixt3]-TMO;
TM3- TMl-dI._nz(3];
di._ny(2l.- S4*TM2+C4*TM3;

P(21 (11= - -(dln Cxy21) ;

PCI.] 11- 1A2+CM11*d..1_fx2+CM*dlfyC33]-dlny21;

P[OI(fl]PC1] cO]

void P-matrix3(P)
real P Ernm] [rm]

real TMO,TMl,TM2;

dl-dWxC4J1. -(CMO);

dl._dVxE4]- -(C5*CM8);

dl-dVzC4D. S5*CM8;

dl dVx[51- S6*CM9+C6*d._dVx[4];
di.dVy5- C6-CM9-S6*d]._dvx[4I;

dl._EFx[51] M6*dJ._dVxC5]+(S6*CM0-CM5)*Z6;
d._E'yf5] M6*di-dVyC5]+(CM6+C6*CMO)*Z6;
d._Fz[5]- M6*dJ._dVzC4];

dl -nxC5]- -(Z6*dl -_dVyC5]);
di._nyES] Z6*dl dVxC5];

P[5][(2)- 0.0;

dLI -fxC4]- C6*di._FxC5]-S6*di._Fy(5];
d._fy[4J- S6*dJ._Fx(5]+C6*di._Fyj:5J;

dI._ nxC41- C6*di._nx[5I-S6*di._ny(51;
di._ny(4I]- S6*42.nx[5+C6dl-ny[5];

P C41 [21-- (di._ny(4]) ;

dl-fyC3]l S5*di._fx(4]+CS'dlFzCS];

dlNx C31 - -(CM1) ;

TMO- CM15*dl_fy(4];
TM1- CM16*dlfy(4];
TM2- di._nxC4]-TMO;
dl-nx(3J- CS*Tm2-SS*TM1-CM1;

dInvl- qc*TI6cTm *
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di._nz[3]= CM2-(dJ._ry(4]+CM15*dl fx[4I-CM16*d._Fz[5]);

P(31[21- di._nyf3l;

P[2)[21- IA3-(S4*(d._nxfJJ -CM13*dl fy('3))+C4*(CM14*dl fyC3]-dl-nz[3]));

void P matrix4(P)
real P (mmu] [mmu];

d._Fx(51- -(S6*S5*Z6);

dlFy[C51 --(C6*S5*Z6);

P[51[L31- 0.0;

di._fyC41- S6*di._Fx[51+C6*clFy[5];

P(4] [3]- 0.0;

P[3J [31- IA4+C5*CMl6*dJ_fvf4)-S5*CM15*dlfyf4);

P22131-[3][21;

P LI I [ 31-P [31 1 fi;

P C0) [ 3]=-P[31 (0) ;

void P matrix5 (2)
real P C£n] (mmr];

P[5] [4]- 0.0;

P(4] [4]- IA5;

P(31 [4.-P (41 [3];

P22) 4]-P[4] [2);

P(i) [4]=P[4J[1];

Ff0] f4]-P[4][0];

void P matrix6 (P)
real P (mun] [nmn]

P S 51- 1A6;
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P (4 ] [5)-P 
[5) [4 

;

2(3] EJ-P(5) (3);

P21(51-P(51 (1];

PC0 11S[)-P[5] (0] ;

void P matrix (2)
realI P zml mm]

P-matrixl.(2);
P matrix2 (2);
P mnat-ix.3(P);
P matrix4(P);
2 matrix5 (2);
P-matrix6 (2);

void Q mnatrix(dq,Q)
real. dq (mnI], Q [nli(rmn]

Q -matrixi (dq,Q);
Qmatr-ix2 (dq, Q) ;
QO-mat zix3 (dq, Q) ;
Q -matrix4(dq,Q);
Q -matrix5(dq,Q);
Q-matrix6(dq,Q);

void R -matrix (dq, R)
real dq Crmni], R (nun] [rmn];

R-ma tr -4xl1(dq, R) ;
R -mat rix2 (dq, R) ;
R matrix3 (dq, R) ;
R matrix4 (dq, R) ;
R mat rix5 (dq, R) ;
R ma trix6 (dq, R) ;

Additions :473
Substraction3 :451.
Multiplications 1311


